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FOREWORD
Thermoluminescent materials have been used in radiation dosimetry for many years,
but their application to nationwide personnel dosimetry has been scarce. An undertaking of
this nature requires that methods be established for identification of dosimeters and for fast
interpretation and communication of dose to the users across the country. It is also necessary
that records of cumulative dose of individual radiation workers be continuously updated, and
such records be maintained for a prolonged period. To do this many problems pertinent to
associated equipment, viz. the computer, TL reader, their interfacing, and to the operational
procedures of the service had to be resolved.
Since April 1977, the Radiation Protection Bureau has been providing a Thermoluminescent D&simetry Service to Canadian radiation workers. This document describes the RPB dosimeter, its characteristics, various aspects of the service, objectives of the service, and how
the objectives and goals of the service are achieved.
The document was prepared by Dr. S.K. Ghosh and reviewed by Mr. D. Grogan, Drs. A.H.
Booth, E.G. LiStourneau, J.P. Ashmore, Mr. R.P. Bradley, J.G. Scott, R. Cole, J.G. Hamilton
and R. St. Arnaud. Technical assistance in the preparation of the manuscript was received
from Mr. D. Le"cuyer and Mrs. E. Proctor. All participants are members of tha Radiation
Protection Bureau.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Radiation Protection Bureau (RPB) has provided a dosimetry service on a
national scale since 1951. The amounts of radiation received by radiation workers are measured
and recorded for health and regulatory purposes. The growth of the operation is shown in Table 1.
Approximately 50 000 radiation workers are using this service. Until recently a photographic
film dosimeter was used. However, for reasons of efficiency an automated Thermoluminescent
Dosimetry (TLD) System was introduced in 1976

.

The objectives of the service have been:
(a)

to estimate personal doses received by radiation workers and to keep records
of doses in a form commensurate with compliance requirements specified
for the protection of each radiation worker;

(b)

to report to subscribing organizations doses received individually by each member
of a subscribing group;

(c)

to draw to the attention of the pertinent managers and federal or provincial agencies, the dose records of those radiation workers whose cumulative doses have
exceeded the recommended limits and of those who have suffered acute irradiation
under accident conditions;

(d)

to provide service throurn postal delivery;

(e)

to ensure that dose estiriates are in units such that the recorded doses may be
summed together;

(f)

to supply radiation worors with a well designed personnel dosimeter or a set
of these to meet the c jjectives of the service.

A personnel dosimeter norm al y consists of a detector and a holder for the detector.
Solid state and photographic emulsion detectors are very suitable for personnel dosimetry.
The following characteristics are desirable for personnel dosimeters:
(a)

response is either energy independent over the desired range or an indication
that the quality of radiation is feasible;

(b)

low response to radiation that falls outside the desired range and quality;

(c)

low fading of registered dose;

(d)

integration of dose received over a period of time;

(e)

ruggedness, ease of wear, may be shipped by mail, and is tamper proof;

(f)

identification is possible;
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low response to change in direction of incident radiation, and environmental parameters, such as humidity, temperature, illumination, chemicals, electromagnetic
and acoustic radiation;

(h)

rapid estimation of dose.

The RPB thermoluminescent dosimeters, described in Section 3, were designed
to satisfy these requirements. Calibration procedures for the dosimeters and conversion of
"reported" dose to "true" dose are discussed in Section 3 and Appendix I, respectively. Those
properties of thermoluminescent materials that are relevant for personnel dosimetry are briefly
discussed in Section 2 and with a little more detail in Appendix III. Characteristics of the thermoluminescent dosimeters compared to those of the photographic film dosimeters are listed in
Appendix V.
Operational aspects of the service are described in Section 4. Copies of Name
Lists, Exposure Report Forms and various information sheets are included in Appendix II. Salient
characteristics of the equipment consisting of the TL reader and the computer are described
in Section 5. Procedures followed during dose-readout, preparation, and contents of dose
reports, are dealt with in Section 6. A brief description of the composition of individual dose
histories is given in Section 7, and future developments th;t are under consideration are mentioned in Section 8. A glossary of terms used in the report and in the appendices is given in
Appendix IV.
2.

DOSIMETRIC PROPERTIES OF THERMOLUMINESCENT MATERIALS

(a)

Thermoluminescence and Glow Curves
Thermoluminescent materials are available in various forms, each of which has advantages
and disadvantages in personnel dosimetry. Properties of various forms of materials and
rudimentary physics of thermoluminescence are discussed in Appendix III. In this section
some aspects especially pertinent to personnel dosimetry are briefly discussed.
Compacted chips of thermoluminescent materials produce more consistent results than
powder, rods or other forms. They are suitable for large-scale routine personnel dosimetry,
because of ease of handling and re-usability.
Upon passage of ionizing radiation through a thermoluminescent chip, some of the

electrons in the material are released from the atoms and molecules in the chip. Free electrons
may become "trapped" at locations where impurities, i.e., foreign atoms are present and may
remain in this metastable state indefinitely at room temperature. When a chip is heated, the
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during the transition. Thus, some of the radiation energy, during an exposure, is stored in the
chip and is released on subsequent heating. The release is accompanied by emission of visible
light and is generally called thermoluminescence. The total amount of light emitted during the
glow period is a measure of the amount of radiation received earlier. The curve of light output
vs the temperature (at constant heating rate) is called the glow curve.
In applications of TL materials to personnel dosimetry, it is generally the integral value
of light output (as measured by a photomulHplier) that is used. The glow curves are normally
examined during the setting up of the reading instruments, testing the chip batches, and during
periodic calibration checks.
A typical glow curve of LiF (TLD-100) has five peaks (see page 39 of reference 5) which
at room temperature decay with approximately half-lives of 5 minutes, 10 hours, 0.5 years,
7 years and 80 years, respectively. It is to be noted that peaks 4 and 5 are therefore suitable
for personnel dosimeters. For consistent reading of dose, short-lived peaks are generally eliminated by annealing prior to reading of irradiated dosimeters.
The emission spectrum of TLD-100 has a broad distribution which peaks at about
4 000 A. Photornultiplier (PM) tubes are specially selected to match and to measure this type
of light. The characteristics of the PM envelope and its cathode are the items of importance.
PM tubes with an S-ll response match the emission spectrum of TLD-100.
The shape of a glow curve depends upon many factors, including the heating rate and its
uniformity, the conductivity, size and shape of the phosphor, the quality of the incident
radiation, the radiation and annealing history of the sample, the level of exposure, the
characteristics of the recording instruments and the PM tube, the composition of the TL
material, etc. This discussion is given to emphasize the care with which a TL material is
treated for personnel dosimetry purposes.
(b)

Energy Dependence
The fraction of the incident energy absorbed by a TiL material changes with the spectral
quality of the incident radiation. For photons, it also depends on the atomic number Z of
the element (or the effective atomic number of the compound), the relative amount of
energy absorbed being much higher for high Z materials. For electrons the energy loss in
MeV/gm-cm is largely dependent on Z/A where A is the atomic weight.
The theoretical energy dependence of lithium fluoride with reference to tissue is
discussed in Appendix I. Experimentally measured values of energy responses for photons,
(8)
as determined by Jones , are shown in Figure 1. Both the theoretical and experimentally

determined values for lithium fluoride, in the energy range 0.03 to 1.25 MeV, are within
±20 % of the corresponding value in tissue.
(c)

Parameters Important for Dosimetric Applications
(i)

Reproducibility
The outpout of thermoluminescent light per unit of exposure should be reproducible
within experimental limitations. This requires stability of the TL reader and the
PM tube, heating in a nitrogen atmosphere and the maintenance of a constant
heating rate.

(ii)

Composition and History
Since the shape of the glow curve depends on the composition of the TL chips and
their thermal and radiation histories, a thorough check on these matters must be
made, before a particular chip is put into a dosimeter.

(iii)

Fading
Fading for lithium fluoride is controlled by annealing and storage procedures. A
properly selected annealing procedure removes the unstable peaks and thereby
improves the light output stability of lithium fluoride. The RPB dosimeters are
anealed for one hour at 80 C, loaded in the reading tray and cooled down to room
temperature in a closed environment.
Fading for lithium fluoride treated as described above is generally less than 5 % in
one year. All chips are annealed prior to issue for 18 hours at 80 C.

(iv)

5ensitivity
Sensitivity is defined as the total light energy emitted per roentgen exposure. For
lithium fluoride the lowest dose that can be read by an average commercially
available reader is about 5 mrad of X-rays or gamma rays, and the highest dose is
about 10 mrad.

(v)

Energy Response
Energy response is discussed in Appendix I. For the lithium fluoride chips, it is
about 25 % for 0.030 MeV gamma rays, normalized to Cs

(vi)

Dose Rate Dependence
Lithium fluoride TL dosimeters have undetectabie variation in response to dose
rates up to 10 rads/sec (see page 34 of reference 5).

- 5(vii)

Linearity
Lithium fluoride dosimeters generally show linearity up to 1000 rads from gamma
rays. Beyond this limit, the response becomes supralinear, and a careful check
for validity of calibration is necessary for chips exposed to greater than 1000 rads.

(via)

Dosimeter Handling
It is necessary to check that the chips are not broken or do not become dirtv during
use. Either will cause a change in the sensitivity and reproducibility of the light
output. Direct exposure to sunlight, ultraviolet radiation, or fluorescent lighting,
should be avoided. Sensitivity of LiF to incandescent room light is minimal.

(ix)

Annealing
Usually for personnel dosimetry there are three annealing stages:
(1) pre-irradiation; (2) post-irradiation; (3) post-dose-readout, i.e., before reuse.
During the annealing procedure, the maximum temperature, the time period of
annealing, and the cooling rate after annealing are important parameters that
determine the subsequent thermoluminescent properties of the chip.
Pre-irradiation annealing is carried out by RPB prior to issuing a dosimeter, to
erase any radiation dose accumulated during the period between manufacture
and use.
Post-irradiation annealing is carried out to empty short-lived trapping centres
to increase reproducibility of results. For RPB dosimeters one hour at 80 C has
been found adequate.
Annealing before re-use returns the TL material to a standard level of sensitivity.
This requires a careful control of all the processing stages, otherwise the sensitivity
and the glow curves of the re-annealed chips are altered. For routine personnel
dosimetry it is normally sufficient to re-issue the plaques (holding the chips) without
further annealing. However, during the night prior to the shipping day for the
plaques, they are annealed for 18 hours at 80 C in a temperature-controlled oven
and allowed to cool to room temperature in a light-tight cupboard. This procedure
keeps the sensitivity of the chips to a standard level, within the limits of experimental error.
The cooling rate following any of the three stages of annealing controls the distribution and depth of the trapping centres. The procedure followed by RPB enables
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each chip to come to room temperature at a constant rate, and complications
due to variation in cooling rate after annealing are thus not experienced.
(x)

Heating Procedure
RPB uses the integrated light intensity for measuring dose, and the rate of heating
need not be uniform. The integration of light is made between two fixed temperatures reached by the chips. The higher temperature is so selected that all the
accumulated dose is released.

3. RPB DOSIMETERS
The RPB provides two types of dosimeters, one for monitoring doses to the whole
body and skin, and the other for monitoring doses to the extremities of the body. Hands,
arms, feet, legs, or head, are often closer to a source of radiation than the main part of the
body, and receive greater exposure. For this reason an additional dosimeter is sometimes
necessary. Description, identification and wearing position of the two types are described
below:
(a)

Whole Body and Skin Dosimeter
(i)

Description
The dosimeter consists of (1) a plaque and (2) a plaque holder. The plaque is made
of an aluminum stamping (4.5 x 3«2 x 0.15 cm) and has the same length and width
as the personnel monitoring film. It has two holes, each 0.95 cm diameter; one
face of each hole is covered by an adhesive "Kapton tape". Two lithium fluoride
thermoluminescent chips (one in each hole) are mounted on this tape. The dimensions
of these chips are 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.89 mm and 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.38 mm respectively.
A binary coded decimal (BCD) tape and the numerical label of the coded number
are affixed to the plaque. The plaque has one of its corners removed to ensure
that it can only be loaded one way into the plaque holder insert, and to ensure its
correct orientation during dose readout by the TL reader. The holder is designed
to provide electronic equilibrium for X-rays and gamma rays, and to simulate the
dead layer of the skin for beta rays, X and gamma rays. It also protects the TL
chips from contamination. It consists of two parts, an outer sleeve and an insert,
which together form an integral part of the dosimeter.
The insert has a recessed area designed to accept the plaque in only one orientation.
There is an embossment on the insert indicating the proper orientation for its
insertion into the outer sleeve.
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in the front surface through which the plaque number is visible when the insert
is correctly placed. The clip is to facilitate wearing of the dosimeter.
There are four holes, two on the front surface and two on the back surface of the
sleeve. Three of the holes are 0.95 cm in diameter, and the other is 1.5 cm in diameter. Two smaller holes are covered with 2 mm aluminum slabs, and the other two
by 7 mg/cm aluminized mylar foils. Two smaller holes are paired and positioned,
one each on the front and back surfaces of the sleeve, so that they are exactly
opposite to each other. The same is true for the other pair.
When the insert containing the plaque k correctly positioned in the holder, the
thicker chip (0.89 mm) is sandwiched between the 2 mm aluminum slabs, the thinner
chip (0.38 mm) is between the mylar foils, and the plaque number is visible through
the transparent window of the sleeve.
The thick chip is for measuring whole body dose, and the thin chip for measuring
the skin dose. The chips are fabricated from lithium fluoride in which the natural
isotopic ratio of Li6/Li7 has not been altered (generally known as TL-100).
The two small circular indentations on either side of the clip at the back surface
of the sleeve, are to facilitate removal of the insert from the sleeve when unloading.
When assembled the holder is relatively tamper proof and a special opening tool
is required. Photographs of the dosimeter plaque, outer sleeve and insert are shown
in Figures 2 and 2a.
(ii)

Identification
The six-digit plaque number affixed to the plaque and visible through the window
of the dosimeter holder serves as the plaque and hence the dosimeter identification.
There is no name written on the plaque, because after being used and readout it
will be reissued to another person. No name should, therefore, be written on the
plaque, but the name of the user may be affixed to the holder for convenience in
identifying the dosimeter wearer.
The name of the person to whom a plaque number has been pre-assigned is recorded
in the computer memory, and on the Name List. If for any reason, the dosimeter
is reassigned to any other person, the user should follow the instructions given on
the Name List form.

The BCD tape is read by a photosensitive component of the TLD reader to identify
the plaque to the computer, which has in its file, records of numbers and names
of persons for each plaque issued in a given period. Care should be exercised to
ensure the tape is not damaged.
(iii)

Wearing Position
Dosimeters worn for monitoring whole body or skin dose should be worn at the waist
or lapel position. If a lead apron is worn during working hours, the dosimeter should
be worn under the lead apron to determine the realistic whole body or skin dose.
For monitoring dose received at extremities of the body, separate extremity dosimeters may be worn when required. (See (b) below).

(iv) Calibration Procedures
The number of electrons trapped in a TL material as a fraction of the number of
electrons generated, is not amenable tc calculation and therefore lithium fluoride
chips cannot be used as absolute dosimeters. The light output of the chips may
be calibrated against (1) a standard source of light whose output is known in terms
of miliroentgens and whose light emission spectra matches closely that of the TL
chips or (2) that of chips exposed to known doses of radiation. Of these two alternatives the latter method is preferable because it takes into account the instability
of the heating circuitry, relatively the more unstable parameter and also matches
the spectral qualities of light emitted by the calibration standards and the dosimeter
chips. It is the latter procedure that is followed by RPB.
A Cs

source whose output has been measured and certified is used to prepare

the calibration standard plaques. The output of the source at a distance of 0.60 meters
is 1.262 roentgens per hour, and by selecting the correct exposure time, calibration
exposure to the plaques is set at 500 milliroentgens.
The light output of the calibration standards is carried by a light pipe to the cathode
of the photomultiplier tube and by appropriate adjustments, the digitized output
of the photomultiplier tube current is made to read 500. The photomultiplier tube
current readout which therefore represents the exposure in milliroentgens, is automatically punched onto the TL reader paper tape and/or simultaneously conveyed
to the computer memory.
In order to confirm that variables such as stability of the heating system, the temperature measuring device, the photomultiplier tube, properties of the light pipe, etc.
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are read after every 200 plaques. If necessary, appropriate corrections are made
to the pertinent personnel dosimeter readings.
The experimentally determined sensitivity index of each thick and thin chip mounted
on a plaque is stored in the computer memory for each plaque. During the dose interpretation stage, the computer takes into account the individual sensitivity index
of each chip.
The sensitivity index is periodically checked and is reset in the computer memory
for those chips which require such action. When the value of this index falls outside
the acceptable range the chip is taken out of circulation.
(v)

Dose Accuracy
Personnel dosimeters are used under varying conditions of radiation exposure and
environment. The accuracy of measured dose depends on the method of processing
the chips, stability and precision of reading instruments, variation in manufactured
sensitivity of the chips from batch to batch and other factors.
To determine the standard deviation of the dose readouts, which include the variations due to effects of the reader, heater, positioning, and other artifacts, readouts
of one hundred calibration stadard plaques (randomly chosen from those calibration
standards which are routinely included in each magazine loading) were analyzed.
Unexposed plaques, which are also routinely included in each loading for background
determination, were similarly analyzed. It was observed that the mean reading of
the thick chip exposed to 500 milliroentgens was 530 ± 7.1 %. For the thin chip from
the same plaques the value was 58 ± 8.6 %. Values for the unexposed chips were
34 + 19 %, for the thick chip and 4 ± 35 % for the thin chip.

(b)

Extremity Dosimeter
(i)

Description
This dosimeter consists of a plastic ring with a circular indentation to hold a thermoluminescent lithium fluoride chip (TL-100) whose dimensions and physical characteristics are the same as the thick chip of the whole body dosimeter. (See Figure 3).
The ring automatically adjusts itself to the size of the finger. After being loaded
with the chip the indentation is covered with adhesive tape, on the upper surface
of which a six-digit number is printed. This tape serves two purposes, (1) it prevents
the chip from falling out, and (2) provides the identifying number of the extremity
dosimeter.
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Identification
The identification follows the same procedure as for the whole body dosimeter, namely
the dosimeter number is shown on the Name List and is stored in the computer memory
file against the user's name for the period. If necessary or for convenience, the name
of the person who wears a dosimeter for a given period may be affixed to the body
of the ring.

(iii)

Wearing Positions
The wearing position of the dosimeter is normally the finger. At other positions the
ring has to be suitably attached, for example on a garment or to a band worn on the
head.

(iv)

Calibration and Accuracy
Calibration is carried out by exposing a number of annealed chips to stadard exposures of 100, 200 and 500 milliroentgens, and a calibration factor in millirems per
nanocoulomb is determined for each wearing cycle. The average sensitivity of the
dosimeter is 80 ± 4 mrem per nanocoulomb. Readings in nanocoulomb are made to
three decimal places at low levels, and an average background readout is 0.140 nanocoulombs. Accuracy is not significantly different from that of the whole body
dosimeter.

4. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
(a)

Types of Service
Two types of dosimeter are provided:
One measures doses received by the whole body and skin; the other measures doses received
by body extremities.
The whole body and skin dose service is provided on a semi-monthly and quarterly basis.
Users of the former service, generally receive higher annual doses than the later. The semimonthly service is designated as the A series; and the quarterly which is staggered at semimonthly intervals to even work volume as the B, C, D, E, F and G Series. The extremity
service is designated by L and is provided monthly. Wearing schedules specifying exact
dates are issued annually, and each Name List provides dates for the current wearing cycle.

(b)

Information Sheets
Most of the information regarding administrative aspects of the TLD service is common
with the Film Monitoring Service. The same Application Form (HPB 7540 (3-74)), the Job

-11 Classification Form (HPB 7530 (5-74)), Maximum Permissible Dose of Ionization (HPB 7583
(6-74)), the Wearing Schedule (HPB 7509 (11-77)), the Name List (HPB-7552 (2-77)), and
the Exposure Report Form (HPB-7561 (7-77)) are used for both services. An information
sheet entitled Thermoluminescent Dosimetry Service (HPB 7612 (1-77)), and a more detailed
document (HPB 7611 March/77) with the same title, are available for distribution. They
are reprinted in Appendix II for reference purposes, along with other forms mentioned above.
(c)

Enrolment Procedure and Shipping of Dosimeters
When a letter requesting the service is received, an application form, general information
sheets, and job classification listing are sent to the applicant.
On receipt of the completed and signod application form, verification is made against a
manually maintained Index File to check whether the applicant has been on service before.
If the request is for renewal of service, the original numeric group serial number is assigned
and corrections made if necessary to the group code for the type of service.
In order to enrcli a new organization, appropriate index cards are prepared and filed. A
pre-programmed sequence of 5 digit numbers is in the computer GROUP CODE file. By
logging onto this file, the first available number is automatically assigned to the group;
this number along with the alphabetic code for the type of service, the numeric code for
the province and the group classification, form the group's specific code number. All red.' ds
for a group are filed against its group code number.
The enrolment procedure is carried out through a video terminal keyboard by first logging
onto the SUPPLY file to record the number of monitors and holders to be sent.
The next step is to log onto the "ADDRESS" file, where the address is stored against the
group code number, for mailing reports, invoices and future shipments of monitors and
holders. There may be 1, 2 or 3 addresses for each group.
The first set of dosimeters, particularly for quarterly subscribers, ofter represents and
interim shipment, and is actioned by use of the ADD ON file. Plaques are assigned by the
computer from unissued plaques, stored at RPB. A name list, address label, along with the
required number of plaques, holders, and an opening tool are recorded, and subsequently
mailed. Subsequent issues are automatic.

(d)

Name List and Receipt of Plaques
The monitors after being used for the specified period of time, shown on the Name List, are
returned along with the Name List to RPB for estimation of doses. The Name List (see
Appendix II) serves a very useful purpose to both the user and to RPB. It provides a
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information on the type of service, and the wearing cycles, the group code number, and
a complete up-to-date accounting of plaques and holders. It also provides an opportunity
for the user to request changes in requirements, including addition or deletion of names.
Routine reassignment of a pre-assigned monitor is discouraged by RPB. Instructions for
use of the Name List are printed on its reverse side.
The plaques upon return are placed as received in a magazine, Al! plaques from a group
are loaded in the same magazine(s). The magazines are numbered and colour coded to differentiate between different types of service. Plaques for different types of services are
not intermixed during processing. This is primarily to eliminate uncertainties in dose estimations caused by variances in background doses for different types of services.
(e)

Corrections and Additions
As each magazine is loaded, thii corresponding Name Lists are forwarded for clerical action.
The loaded magazines are sent for dose evaluation while the Name List is used to enter
corrections to the computer file for changes in names, supply requirements, new or obsolete
names, changes in job classification, etr

Corrections are msde to the appropriate computer

master files by logging onto the Matching File.
(f)

Shipping of Plaques
After readout the plaques are reissued for further use. The plaques returned to RPB are
often not received in numerical sequence, and some plaques are returned late, damaged,
or are lost. At the end of processing, it is not feasible to arrange them in numerical sequence.
For this reason, as each plaque is-being read out, a position number and a magazine number
are assigned by the computer to each plaque, and this information is retained in the MASTER
PLAQUE file of the computer. During preparation of the address label and the name list
for a group, the computer selects plaque numbers in this order from each readout magazine,
and assigns these plaques to the reference numbers and the corresponding names for the
group. A list is prepared by the computer showing the location of the groups' plaques in
the magazines. The appropriate plaq1 •••*•' are then removed for issue. On the night prior
to shipping, the plaques are annealed in che magazines for 18 hours at 80°C and cooled
to room temperature in a light-tight cupboard. The various materials to be shipped are
collected together and mailed.
Because it is impossible to receive all the issued plaques from the various groups in
numerical sequence, it is also impossible to reissue them in numerical sequence. Thus, the
user wears a different plaque in each period.
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Accounting of Issued and Returned Plaques
Accurate records are required to keep track of plaques to and from subscribers. If a plaque
is damaged or lost, it is i.ecessary to update the PLAQUE ISSUL" files, and debit the appropriate account.
Each person is entitled to have up to a maximum of two plaques (for the 3 monthly service)
or four plaques (for the semi-monthly service) issued against his reference number at any
point in time, and a computer file to this effect is maintained. Each time a dose report
is prepared, the appropriate file is updated. At the time of preparing the Name List, no
plaque is issued or assigned to a name, if that name shows that t h i maximum credit has
been used. This action ensures that the large cost of plaque inventory is controlled and
forces the subscriber to either return outstanding plaques or pay or penalty.

(h)

Invoicing of Plaques
Which each Name List, an up-to-date account of the number of plaques and holders to a
group is reported in Box D of the Name List. The computer maintains a SUPPLY FILE
in which these numbers are maintained for each group. Combining this information and
other particulars such as cost per plaque, per holder, and charges for lost and damaged
monitors, with that in the BILLING ADDRESS file, an invoice is prepared and mailed to
each group at the end of the fiscal year, or immediately upon cancellation of the service.

(j)

Visitors
For the purpose of the Dosimetry Service, the term "visitor" is defined as any person for
whom full identification has not been received. It is to be noted that is does only refer
to bona fide visitors.
In some organizations monitors are occasionally supplied to "visitors" for short periods of
use. Normally it is not necessary to obtain the name, name-reference number, and previous
dose records for visitors, because they are unlikely to receive significant exposures, and
the cost of maintaining individual cumulative records in this instance is unwarranted.
However, if for any reason the full requested identification of a user is not supplied, it
is impossible to maintain accurate cumulative records. In such cases, the estimated doses
are also reported as "visitors", rather than by name. The Social Insurance Number is the
unique identification key and must be shown for each monitor user not pre-listed on the
Name List if the full service is required. It may be necessary to reapeat this information
on one or more subsequent Name Lists to permit reporting of monitors by name during the
interim period of enrolment.
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is sent to the group requesting full idenfication of the "visitor" so that a dose history file may
be created or adjusted. Normally, people in this category are not "true" visitors. In the rare
situation where the radiation worker does not have a Social Insurance Number, e.g., a foreign
student, it is not possible to supply the full service. The "visitor" terminology will be used,
and no cumulative records will be maintained unless a Social Insurance Number is obtained.
(k)

Reporting of Dose
Procedures followed in preparing the Dose Report are discussed in Section 6.

(l)

Follow-Up Cases and "Visitors" Doses Greater than 40 mrem
In addition to printing the warning signals on the regular exposure reports, an additional
report is prepared for any dosimeter which records a significantly higher than normal
dose during the period.
This report is prepared for:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Doses exceeding one-tenth of the maximum permissible (refer to Appendix II).
Doses exceeding 40 mrem/body 100 mrem for monitors issued to a visitor.
Overexposures, i.e., those exceeding the maximum permissible quarterly and/or
annual dose limit. In this case the group is informed by telex.

Pertinent information is also passed on to the appropriate authorities who are responsible
for investigating these exposures, to determine whether the exposures are personal or
non-personal. Similar investigations are carried out by RPB for those cases which fall
under federal jurisdiction. Following these investigations, appropriate corrections are
made if necessary to i idividual history files.
For overexposures determined to be personal, actions will also be taken by the relevant
provincial or federal agencies.
(m)

Cancellation of Service
When a request for cancellation is received from a group, a cancellation code is assigned
to the group code number and this information is added to the MASTER SUPPLY file.
Subsequent issues do not include cancelled groups, and an invoice for the amount owing
is printed by the computer. Manual card index files along with computerized information
are retained so that any renewal of service to a cancelled group can be initiated with
a minimum of effort. Dose records of the individual radiation workers employed by the
cancelled groups also remain in appropriate computer files and can be retrieved when
required.
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5. EQUIPMENT
There are two types of reader, one for Whole Body and Skin Dosimetry (Model
AECL 5256A -Modified) and the other for Extremity Dosimetry (Harshaw Series 2000B & C).
The former is an automatic reader, whereas the latter is operated manually. Data from each
reader are fed to the computer through video terminals, the operation being manual for the
extremity reader.
(a)

Whole Body and Skin Dose Reader
(i)

Description
The Model 5256A reader consists of two main pieces of equipment, the readout unit
and the modified teletypewriter set A5R33. A photograph of the reader and the
teletype is shown in Figure 4. A diagram of the reader is shown in Figure 5, and an
overall Block Diagram showing the relationship between the electronic control
circuits in the reader, is shovn in Figure 6.
The TLD reader consists of the following units:
(1) Cabinet
The cabinet may be locked and is mounted on casters to allow the reader to be
moved easily.. The top of the cabinet is designed to contain a head unit. A nitrogen
input connection is on the right side of the cabinet. Figure 7 shows the units
mounted in the panel space.
(2) Head Unit
The contents of the head unit with its cover removed are shown in Figure 8. The
unit automatically identifies each dosimeter plaque and reads doses registered by
the chips. The cover is used as a secondary light seal and must be in position during
readout of the plaques.
(3) Magazines
Magazines are used for loading and unloading dosimeter plaques. The input
magazine has a capacity of 200 plaques. It is keyed by a rod down one corner which
mates with a modified corner on each plaque. A spring loaded tension device is used
for holding the plaques at the proper level in the output magazine.
The input magazine can be unloaded from the head u lit while it still contains
plaques. The plaque lifter knob on the head unit is withdrawn to lift the bottom
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forked pin is inserted under it (see Figure 9), allowing the magazine to be removed
with all of its remaining plaques.
(4)

The Shuttle

The shuttle carries dosimeter plaques, one at a time through the required readout
stages. It is constructed from 1/6" anodized aluminum and square steel runners, and
contains a hole shaped to accommodate the plaque. Low friction "polycor 630" tape
is used to allow the shuttle to move freely while supporting the loaded magazine on
its top face. The steel runners travel in slots of teflon to minimize friction. The
shuttle is moved by a stepping motor and a non-stretch dacron centre geared belt
which provides accurate positioning of the shuttle with minimum backlash. No
lubrication is required for the belt drive.
(5)

Heating Anvil

The anvil is used to heat each thermoluminescent (TL) chip. It is made of stainless
steel and is mounted in a copper block that is heated by an electric element. The
temperature of the element is controlled by a thermocouple placed in the copper
near the anvil. At the time a dosimeter is read, the anvil assembly is lifted by a
linear motor, and the TL chip is gently sandwiched between the anvil and the TL
temperature measuring thermocouple.
(6)

The Light Pipe

The light pipe transmits light emitted by the TLD during dose readout to the
photocathode of the PM tube. The light pipe is bent through 90 , and is wrapped
with black rubber and then with black plastic to make it light-tight. The light pipe
fits into the PM tube cooler which is designed to accept the light pipe without any
leakage of light.
(7)

Photomultiplier Tube

A type EMI 9789B photomultiplier tube is used for converting the light output of the
TL chips to an electric current. The tube is maintained at a low temperature to
stabilize the gain and to minimize the dark current. An O-ring is fitted around the
end of the light pipe to provide a light and air seal during readout of a plaque. The
PM tube current actuates an ADC converter, which in turn produces a train of
pulses whose total number is arranged to equal the dose in millirems.
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(8) Proximity Switch
A proximity switch, mounted on an adjustable pedestal, is used to stop the shuttle in
a specified starting position. At the end of each readout cycle the belt clamp
interrupts the magnetic field of the proximity switch, but the stepping motor
continues to drive the shuttle into the magnetic field for another six steps, after
which the direction of the drive is reversed. The shuttle stops in the home position
when the geared belt clamp leaves the magnetic field. The start position is
centered under the input magazine holder so that the next plaque to be read can fall
into the hole in the shuttle.
(9) The Teletype
The teletypewriter set is a modified type A5R33 in which the call control area cover
has been replaced by a control panel (see Figure 10) which can control all operations
of the reader. The control panel is connected to the reader by a cable.
(10) The Control Unit
The control unit contains the electronics that are necessary for controlling the
mechanical operations, storing pulses from the ADC, and driving the teletype to
print out hard copies of the identification and dose information from the plaque.
(11) Power Supplies
Three Delton Series "N" power supplies provide 3.6, 6 and 15 volts, respectively. All
the supplies are current limited, and output voltages and currents are adjustable.
Line power is distributed from the electrical outlet panel to all units of the reader
requiring 115V, 60 Hz. The panel has an ON-OFF switch which is used to control the
line power to the reader, and a lamp which indicates when the power is on. A
15 amp circuit breaker is included for overload protection.
The high voltage power supply provides up to 1600 V D.C. to the PMT and has an
independent line switch and "Power On" lamp and can be switched off separately.

(12) Thermoelectric Controller
The thermoelectric controller supplies DC power to the photomultiplier cooler. It
has a combination line switch and "Power On" indicator lamp, and may be switched
off without affecting the rest of the reader. The operating temperature is set by a
panel control which is fitted with a lock nut. A neon lamp labelled "cooler cycling"
indicates when the cooler has reached the set temperature and is being controlled.
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ADC circuit is mounted in a space at the rear of the cooler enclosure to allow a
short connection to it from the PMT anode.
(13) Electronic Control
A brief description of the functions and the inter-relationship between the various
electronic blocs shown in Figure 6, is given below. A detailed description of each of
the electronic blocks is not considered to be necessary for the purpose of this
document.
The Control Board (A-F8) is the main circuit for controlling the reader operation,
and receives and sends pulses to different circuits in the reader for each part of a
cycle.
The Clock Generator (F5) generates two frequencies, one at 66 Hz to drive the
stepping motor, and another at 33 Hz to drive the clock divider A-F3, which
generates a 23 millisecond pulse at a repetition rate of 8.25 Hz for driving the
circuit associated with the teletype.
The optical code reader controlled by the Optical Reader Control Board (A-F4)
identifies the plaque.
The Control Panel (F16) is mounted on the teletype and is used by the operator to
control the reader. All of the alarms are mounted in this panel.
The PM tube output current is digitized by the Ana!og-to-Digital Converter (F-2). A
range change for the purpose of reading both the thick and the thin chips is carried
out in the ADC when a gate pulse is received from the control board (A-F8). The
pulse inhibit circuit (A-F12) blocks the output pulses from the Zero Correction
circuit (F8), whenever the reader is alarming or the anvil is locked by the Alarm
Reset button. The zero correction circuit (F8) is set up by a gate pulse from the
Control Board (A-F8) to subtract if so required, zero compensation in mrem (0-100)
from the chips as each is read. The pulse train is then fed to the Sealer and Readout
circuit (A-Fll) where it is stored until a pulse from the Control Board (A-F8) causes
the information to be transferred to the Teletype Driver (A-F10) to be printed out
on the teletype. The teletype selector magnet driver signals are optically coupled
and fed to the video terminal and thence to the computer. If a reading greater than
800 mrem is stored in the Sealer Readout (A-Fll) a pulse goes out to the Alarm
Circuit ( F l l ) during readout and causes the audible alarm to sound. A stored count
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audible alarm. The readout processes stop automatically whenever an alarm occurs.
A stepping motor moves the shuttle 1.27 mm for every pulse to the stepping motor
translator (F6). The direction in which the shuttle moves is controlled by a gate on
the Control Board (A-F8). Clock pulses at 66 Hz are gated through the Counting
Board (F9) whenever the gate is enabled by the Control Board (A-F8). Each pulse to
the stepping motor is counted and stored in the Counting Board (F9) and after a
number of pulses, determined by the Control Board (A-F8), the counter is reset and
a pulse is sent to the Control Board (A-F8) to stop the shuttle and start the next
part of the cycle.
The temperature of the anvil is controlled by the Anvil Temperature Control
Circuit (F12).
The Thermocouple Probe Control (FI3) circuit causes the linear lifting motor to
raise the hot anvil whenever a pulse is sent to it from the Control Board (A-F8).
When the thermocouple probe in contact with the top surface of the chip reaches at
preset temperature, a pulse triggers the Anvil Down Delay Circuit (A-F12) and after
one second's delay, the Anvil Down Delay (A-F12) Circuit applies a pulse to the
Thermocouple Probe Control (F13) to drop the anvil. With this sample pulse being
fed to the Control Board (A-F8), the reader advances to the next part of the cycle.
The Anvil Up and Down Pulses are fed to the Alarm Board ( F l l ) . If the time
between the two pulses is too short or too long, the audible alarm sounds. In any of
the alarm conditions the Alarm Circuit produces a clock inhibit gate that disables
the clock generator (F5).
The proximity switch is used to supply a pulse to the Control Board (A-F8) when the
shuttle returns to the start position. The Signal from the proximity switch to the
Control Board (A-F8) is fed to the Stacker Control (F14) which controls a solenoid
for stacking plaques into the output magazine.
(ii)

Flow of Plaques and Dose Readout
The lowermost plaque in the loaded magazine rests on the top face of the shuttle
and as the shuttle moves, the plaque drops into the shuttle hole driven by a toothed
belt and stepping motor, which transports the plaque under the optical code reader
where the identification information is read and temporarily stored in the Optical
Reader Control (A-F4). When all identification data are stored, the information is
then read out at the teletype clock rate.
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pipe optically coupled to the cathode of the photomultiplier tube, which is cooled and
held at a constant temperature. A hot anvil, whose tip is maintained at a constant
temperature of 270°C, presses against the bottom surface of the thick chip. The thermocouple (0.25 mm diameter) probe between the light pipe and the chip, monitors the
temperature at the upper face of the chip. When the temperature as measured by
the thermocouple reaches a preset value (270DC) the anvil drops. The light emitted
by the chip is conveyed by the light pipe to the PM tube. Completion of heating the
thick chip takes about 8 seconds. During this time the PM tube current activates the
ADC, which produces a train of pulses whose total number is arranged to equal the
dose in millirems and also activates the system for recording the glow curve corresponding to the dose read-out of the thick chip. The pulse train is then fed to a six
decade sealer whose content at the end of the heating period is fed to the computer
and the teletype printer.
The thin dosimeter then moves into the reading position. The average reading time
in this case is 4 seconds, and each pulse train from the ADC in this case is arranged
to correspond to 10 mrem so that indicated doses, 0.01 to 9,999 rems can be read.
The glow curve corresponding to the dose read-out of the thin chip is also recorded.
All glow curves are stored for future references.
The shuttle then moves to its furthest position and drops the plaque into an output
magazine. The order of the individual plaques in the output magazine remains the
same as it was for the input magazine. This is important because the computer uses
this sequence of plaque numbers to assign the plaques to names, during printing of
the next Name List. This procedure simplifies clerical reissue and shipping of plaques
to user groups. The shuttle finally returns to pick up the next plaque and the cycle
recommences when the proximity switch detects that the shuttle has returned to its
starting position.
The average cycle time is 28 seconds, and a full magazine containing 200 plaques
can be read in about one and a half hours, if there are no interruptions. This occurs
when the heating rate is too slow, a chip is missing, the dose readout is equal to or
higher than a preset action level, or when all the plaques in the input magazine have
been read. In such cases the procedure described below is followed.
If the time taken to complete the heating process is shorter than 2.8 seconds or the
total processing time is longer than 35 seconds, an alarm automatically sounds and
the reader stops. The stoppage in the former case suggests a missing chip or
absence of a plaque; and in the second case indicates poor contact on either one or
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the temperature control electronics. Unless the magazine is empty it is removed
along with the plaque, and a test plaque is used to check the functioning of the
heating system. If the heating system is found to function without any defect, the
removed plaque is reread. In this case the thick chip has been read twice and the
dose assigned depends on an evaluation of the thin chip value, and the cause of the
problem.
If the dose read is greater than 800 mrem, an alarm is automatically sounded. An
over-range alarm is sounded if the dose is equal to or greater than 999rems. The
procedure followed is then the same as when the alarm sounds for a missing chip or
too slow heating. The test plaque in this case is a calibrated standard plaque.
(iii)

Data Input to the Computer
(1) Main System
Basic information concerning personnel doses; i.e., the plaque identification and
dose registered by the plaque, is generated by the TL reader, which converts the
data by its ADC and Sealer Readout to digitized form, and sends them to the
teletypewriter via eight parallel lines. The teletypewriter serializes the information
for printing of data, production of a punched tape and transmittal of the data to the
videoterminal. The data are serialized primarily to reduce the number of connecting lines between the teleprinter, the videoterminal and the computer.
Data received at the televiewer terminal are bifurcated and can thus be stored in
the terminal and simultaneously transmitted to the computer via full duplex lines.
The communication between the TL reader and the teleprinter, the teleprinter and
the terminal, and the terminal and the computer, is via duplex systems.
Initially, as the shuttle gets the "GO" signal, the electronic circuit controlling the TL
reader and the teletypewriter is activited, and the reading cycle begins; data
generated are handled automatically as described above. The return of the shuttle
generates a signal indicating that reading of one plaque has been completed. The
computer then sends the next "GO" signal to the reader (via the terminal) and
another reading cycle begins.
Access to the computer may also be made manually, from the terminals connected
to the teleprinter for making corrections after TL reader interruptions, and for
editing of recorded doses.
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plaque users and their SIN numbers, and to correct changes made in the plaque
numbers assigned to a name with a particular SIN number, videoterminal inputs are
used.
Other inputs come from keyboards of the computer during preparation of namelists,
dose reports, dose history files, preparation of various computer files, special
analyses of dose history data, and preparation of invoices at the end of the fiscal
year.
Interconnections between the various terminals and the computer are made via the
Multiple Channel bus and the Input Output bus, shown in Figures 11 and 6.
Interfacing is made via special printed circuit cards and matched cable lines.
(2) Auxiliary Systems
The teletypewriter is capable of automatically producing a punched tape, containing
the printed information that has also been sent to the computer via the terminal.
There is also an independent system consisting of a punched tape reader, a
controller, and a terminal interface which may be used to translate the information
on the tape at a later time or to send the information via a terminal to the
computer. This standby procedure is used if the computer is out of action for a
prolonged period of time or when reader videoterminals are not functioning. The
reading of plaques can thus continue uninterrupted.
(b)

Extremity Dose Reader
The Harshaw Model 2000B & C reader is a commercially available instrument which
contains the essential components of a standard TL reader. The equipment is divided into
two cabinets: The first consists of the reader; and the second, the current integrator of
the PM tube, which is thermoelectrically cooled. Its reading stage is a light-tight drawer,
which can accommodate a plaque containing a chip or a chip by itself.
The reader is operated manually, and the chip is automatically positioned under the PM
tube by closing the drawer. The readout for a chip is recorded against the identification
number of the dosimeter ring. These data are transferred to the computer memory by
manual input for each identification number, through a video-terminal.
The PM tube voltage range is up to 1.5 kV but normal operation is at 600 volts. The
current range is from 10

to 10"

amperes. The heating rate is adjustable, but is
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seconds. For normal operations, it is maintained at 30 seconds.
The instrument is calibrated against standard chips exposed to Cs

gamma rays, and the

calibration factor with the settings quoted above is 80 mR per nanocoulumb. With this
calibration the instrument background is 1.60 mR. An unexposed chip kept at RPB reads
about 12 mR in one month, and the returned "control" plaques average around 25 mR.
Before reading the chips, the performance of the reader is checked by using a standard
Jight source, a specified voltage (600V) being applied across the PM tube. If the light
source reading is within 5 percent of its average value, the PM voltage is not adjusted;
otherwise it is adjusted to bring the reading to its average value.
Returned rings are arranged in numerical sequence in a tray. The identification number
of the ring is recorded, the chip is taken out of the ring, and is placed in the reader tray.
The reading button is activited and the integrated value of the current in nanocoulombs is
noted. This procedure is followed until all dosimeters in a batch are read out, and the
nanocoulombs figure for each dosimeter is fed to the computer for each identified ring
number. The dose is automatically computed.
(c)

The computer
(i)

Performance Requirements for the Computer
To cope with the operational requirements of the service, the computer must be
able to:
(1) Identify the type of service for which the data are being generated, enroll
groups into the service, and enroll individuals into a group.
(2) Prepare Name Lists, excluding those in Sections B and C, which are for
subscriber input.
(3) Correct and add to data stored in the memory files of the computer, as
determined by the information received via Sections B and C on the Name List.
(4) Keep track of the total number of plaques and holders issued against a specific
name and group, and prepare invoices to be sent to each group at the year end
or upon cancellation of service.
(5) Receive for registration and storage, information generated by the TLD
readers, and prepare the information to be printed on the dose report forms.
This requires interpretation of dose registered by the plaque, automatic
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matching of the plaque identification with the name assigned to the plaque, the
identification of the name, finding the dose history of the person corresponding
to the name, the group to which the name belongs, the group address, the group
code number and the type of service for which the dose is being identified.
(6) Update the dose history of each person, and prepare action level reports to
notify appropriate parties.
(7) Prepare information for the National Dose Registry, including statistical
analyses of recorded doses as and when required.
(8) Provide simultaneous access to the computer memory for any of the above
aspects related to the service.
(9) Maintain the security of information by use of passwords and restricted access.
(10) Protect against loss of data caused by power failure, and computer or other
machine malfunctions.
(ii)

Description
A Hewlet Packard (HP) Series II Computer system is used. Its complete operational
aspects are explained in twelve manuals, which should be consulted if details of
programming and functional aspects are required. The Gsneral Information Manual
(HP Part No. 30000-90008) discusses the conceptual aspects of the system, and
may be used to understand the system features, hardware, software, and configurations. The computer is an operational tool of the service and meets the
requirements described in 5(c)(i). An attempt is made here to describe the
essential features that may help in understanding how it delivers and meets the
specified requirements.
The computer has multiprogramming and multilingual capab.. .es and can simultaneously handle many interactive and batch operations, each in several programming
languages. The stack architecture provides private, hardware protected data
storage, as well as an automatic method for moving these data to and from the
central processor registers.
Microprogramming executes multiple microinstructions built into the central
processor hardware, and eliminates much coding otherwise necessary for recurring
operations and transference of data to and from buffers. Software facilities allow
creation and maintenance of, and access to, large data bases. The information
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and by user programs written in compatible programming languages.
The system has a hardware assisted virtual memory scheme which extends the main
memory capacity (512K bytes) by using storage areas on disc. Virtual memory is
implemented by using a segment trap frequency algorithm which ensures the
automatic presence in the main memory of only those segments of code and data
which are currently required by executing programs. The main memory is thus
shared efficiently for various simultaneously occurring demands. High speed
semiconductor memory modules provide automatic fault detection and single bit
correction with no loss in performance.
Many input output operations can be performed concurrently with the Central
Processing Unit (CPU) and memory operations, because the hardware has an Input
Output Processor (IOP) with its own dedicated data transfer path (the 10P Bus) to
which are connected a Multiplexer Channel and one or more Asynchronous Terminal
Controllers. All of the hardware operates under the control of the MultiProgramming Executive II (MPEII) operating system, which handles all queuing and
device scheduling by assigning priorities through written programs.
The MPE keeps codes and data physically separate by organizing them into re-entrant
code segments (which can be shared among users but not altered) and data segments
(which cannot be shared but which can be altered by the creating user). This
segmenting ability greatly helps the operation of the virtual memory in that the
code segments need never be swapped out, since an indentical copy always exists on
disc and code segments, and can be swapped indirectly from wherever the program
file resides on disc without having to be copied first to a special swapping disc.
The multi-programming operating system is a general purpose, disc-based software
system that supervises the processing of all user programs, and monitors and
controls the input, compilation, run preparation, loading execution, and output of
user programs. It also controls the order in which programs are executed and
allocates the required hardware and software resources. The hardware, software,
and the peripherals together make up the entire computer system. Block diagrams
of the hardware and the software are shown in Figures 11, 12 and 12A.
Hardware: In addition to the basic components shown in Figure 11, the hardware
consists of the following units, which can be hooked up to the Asynchronous
Terminal Controller, the Multiplexer Channel Bus, and the IOP Bus:
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(1) One Tape Reader capable of reading 1600 bits per minute;
(2) One Card Reader capable of reading 400 cards per minute;
(3) One Line Printer capable of printing 600 lines per minute;
(4) Four Disc Drives, each disc having a capacity of 50 million bits;
(5) Fourteen - Cybernex (LTI - and LGR) video terminals;
Software: Software components are divided into five primary compartments, as
shown in Figure 12 and summarized below:
(1) Those used by the Operating System in the multiprogramming method;
(2) Six languages which may be used concurrently in any combination of many users
or for multiple compilations in any combination within a single user job or
session;
(3) Utilities which include a set of utility programs and subroutine libraries that
extend the capabilities of the operating system and language compilers;
(4) Data Base Management, which implies both a standard, but flexible, data base
structure and a standard set of programs which are used for creating, accessing,
and managing data bases;
(5) Data communication, which is provided by the video terminals,
(iii)

Operational Aspects
To obtain a thorough understanding of the operational aspects of the computer it is
necessary to refer to the computer manuals. Here only two aspects which are
pertinent to the thermoluminescent dosimetry service provided by RPB are briefly
described.
Essentially, the operational aspects of the computer enable it to manipulate its
input-output system to satisfy the requirements specified in Section 5(c)(i). These
are carried out by:
(1) compiling data into special files in the computer memory; and
(2) by writing special programs for putting the data into files in forms which are
accessible and retrievable, subject to security control of the data, and working
with these files for efficient management of the computer time. Particular
components of the computer hardware and software are not mentioned as this is
considered to be unnecessary for the purpose of this document.

-27Altogether twenty-six system files as listed below have been created for the
service. For smoother operation or changing requirements, files may be
modified, created or deleted from time to time. Nomenclature of a file
indicates the type of data and information contained in it.
(1) MASTER PLAQUE;
(2) MASTER ISSUE;
O) NAME;
(4) SUPPLY;
(5) ADDRESS;
(6) DATE;
(7) SINAME;
(8) INVALID SIN;
(9) PERIOD;
(10) INACTIVE USER;
(11) EDIT;
(12) RAW BATCH;
(13) CREDIT NOT RETURNED;
(14) STANDARDS;
(15) DOSE RECEIVED;
(16) NON-MATCH;
(17) GROUP CODE;
(18) REPORT ADDRESS;
(19) HISTORY;
(20) HISTORY ADD;
(21) SORT REPORT;
(22) VISITORS LIST;
(23) VISITORS DOSE 40 mR;
(24) VISITOR FOLLOW-UP;

- 23 (25) ANNUAL MAILING;
(26) ANOMALY.
Access to various files, and retrieval and manipulation of data from them, are
required to perform different jobs. For example, to prepare a Name List, access to
the MASTER PLAQUE, NAME, SUPPLY, SINAME, GROUP CODE, DATA, and
ADDRESS files, is required in a specified sequence. Special programs are written
for this purpose. From time to time it is necessary to modify a program or write
new programs to increase the efficiency of the system. A list of the current
programs identified numerically and their functions are summarized below:
01,02:

build the MASTER PLAQUE file;
batch number and position number are sorted and appended;
deletion of plaques from the file is carried out by manual input, and a list of
deleted and non-matched plaques is prepared.

03,03A:

build the NAME file by sorting groups, names, finding and formating active
records. Supply data for required groups are printed, and statistical data are
compiled.

04,05,

build the Name List, and prepare the issue files, mailing labels,

06,07:

sort SINAME, update plaque counts, append number of plaques and holders
mailed to groups each period, and prepare lists to check annual billing.

08,09:

build MASTER ISSUE file, by adding to files, actioning changes and matching
plaque numbers, SIN numbers, group code numbers, etc.

12B, 13,14:

record densities and other parameters in relation to film dosimeters.

15,16,17,

are used in relation to reading and interpretation of the plaques' data,

18,19,20:

editing standards, calculating dose, sorting plaque numbers and stripping
standards, sorting batch number, position number, preparing lists at end of
period, editing batches, removing duplicates, updating the MASTER PLAQUE
file, deleting from the MASTER ISSUE file, and appending to dose received.

21,22,23:

print reports, post to histories.

24,25,26:

sort SIN number, period, build raw report, update SINAME, list NON-MATCH,
clear and validate SINAME, sort groups, names, periods, print exposure reports,
and prepare HISTORY ADD files.

- 2927,Z7A,28:

print lists of follow-up exposures and visitors' exposures exceeding 40 mrem,
validate identification of visitors and add to SINAME listing.

29,30:

update INACTIVE PLAQUE count, SINAME files, enter new names, changes and
inactive names.

31,32,33:

update supply and billing cancellations, accommodate new groups, changes,
cancelled groups, credits, sort group numbers, credit supply for not returned
films, and prepare invoices to appropriate billing addr. sses.

34,35:

update addresses for new groups and changes in addresses, and keep records of
plaques returned late.

36,37:

cope with additions to a group's list of members, by keying group code, name,
SIN number, plaque number assigned, the date of action, and printing address
labels for mailing plaques and reports, etc.

As mentioned in Section 5(a)(iii), dialogue occurs between the computer and the
various terminals for the purpose of carrying out specific jobs, such as manipulating
preparation of Name Lists, Dose Reports, Dose Histories., etc. Late returned films,
corrections and Add-Ons to various data items, updating of various files, are carried
out from the keyboards of the terminals.
The primary objective, of course, is estimating, reporting and recording of dose.
Information supplied by the Dose Report is shown on the form reproduced in
Appendix II. To prepare the report, access to the anomaly file is required and
programs 21 to 26 are used in a special sequence.

6. READ-OUT AND REPORTING OF DOSE
(a)

Procedures Followed Prior to and During Dose Readout
(i)

Whole Body and Skin Dose
After the plaques have been returned by the user, up to 180 of them are loaded into
a TL reader input magazine. Two standard calibration plaques, exposed to 500
milliroentgens of Cs

gamma rays, and two unexposed plaques are placed in both

the lowest and uppermost positions in the magazine. The magazines are numbered
and colour coded.
A number of magazines thus loaded are annealed inside a controlled temperature
oven (see Figures 14 & 13) for one hour at 80°C. This is the "post-irradiation

- 3D annealing" step which empties the shallow electron trapping centers. At the
conclusion of the annealing period, the magazines are removed from the oven and
placed inside a light-tight compartment at room temperature, where they cool down
to room temperature at a uniform rate.
The TL readers and their associated electronic components are left on continuously
for stability of their performance. Five test plaques (exposed to 500 milliroentgens)
are read. If their readings fall in the range 450 to 550 milliroentgens, i.e., within
ten percent of the given exposures, a magazine (post irradiation annealed) is loaded
and readout started. If the average readings of the standard calibration plaques
deviate by more than ten percent of the given exposure (500 milliroentgens) the
voltage across the PM tube is adjusted to bring the results of another set of test
plaques as close to 500 milliroentgens as possible. Should it become necessary to
increase the voltage across the PM tube to higher than 1000 volts, servicing of the
reader is necessary.
Before starting the readout process, the date, the magazine number, the TL reader
number, the PM tube voltage and the test plaque readings are recorded on hard
copy. At the end of the dose readout this information is sent to the computer for
future reference and for dose interpretation.
(ii)

Extremity Dose
Preliminary procedures for annealing, and setting up of the extremity dose TL
reader prior to dose readout are essentially the same as for the whole body and skin
dose readout procedures. In this case, however, the reader is manually operated,
and dose readouts which are in nanocoulombs instead of milliroentgens, are manually
recorded. The dosimeters which are in the form of rings are annealed in a tray.
Calibration values of the standards and test chips are determined in millirems per
nanocoulomb.

(b)

Interpretation of Dose
(i)

Whole body and Skin Dose
The PM tube output is a measure of the radiation energy absorbed by a chip on the
plaque. The electronic circuitry of the TL reader is adjusted to produce a direct
readout in milliroentgens. Before readout of the dosimeter plaques in a magazine,
the performance of the TL reader is checked and, if necessary, adjusted by using
standard test plaques.
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The registered exposures in milliroentgen units are taken as being equivalent to the
radiation dose in mrem units, since the quality factor for beta and gamma rays in
the energy range generally encountered by radiation workers is unity.
The thick chip readout is used for estimating whole body dose and the thin chip
readout for skin dose.
The dose readout includes the dose registered by the chip during the non-working
hours as well as the occupational dose. The dose readout data are corrected for this
"background" dose registered by the chips. The background dose is estimated from
either a "control" plaque or from evaluation of dose-readout data of ail the plaques
returned by a group. The computer displays on the video screen the readings of the
unexposed and standard plaques for the magazine, to ensure that these values do not
show any abnormalities.
The readout dose for all the plaques of the magazine is then displayed on the screen,
and a maximum possible background dose is estimated and inputted. The computer
automatically determines the average value for all chips reading less than this. The
operator then uses this average value to arbitrarily define a background value for
the thick chips in the batch. The computer is programmed to subtract the assigned
background reading from the dose readout reading, and thus arrives at the "personal"
dose registered by the thick chips. The same procedure is then followed for the thin
chips. Backgrounds for other magazines are similarly determined.
The sensitivity of the Tl_ reader varies linearly with plaque position in a magazine.
The computer is programmed to correct for this effect by interpolation between the
initial and final standards or between additional standards if these are inserted for
any reason. The minimum value of whole body dose reported is 20 mrems. If the
estimated skin dose is not in excess of the whole body dose by 100 mrems, its
reported value is the same as the whole body dose.
(ii)

Extremity Dose
The readout values are manually inputted through the video terminal to the
computer in units of nanocoulombs, and the standard readings are expressed in
milliroentgens per nanocoulomb. Thus, the exposure in milliroentgens registered by
a chip is obtained by multiplying the readout value of the TL reader by the number
of milliroentgens per nanocoulomb. The background radiation is subtracted from the
total dose registered.

- 32 The "control" (or background) dosimeter reading for a group is normally subtracted
from each extremity dosimeter reading for that group, and this figure is multiplied
by 80 mR per nanocoulomb, to obtain the exposure in milliroentgens. The conversion
figure is the average value obtained from the standard chips which have been
exposed to 100, 300 and 500 milliroentgens from the standard Cs

source.

In practice, a number of standards are read with each batch of ring dosimeters, and
if the multiplying factor is found to be different from 80 by more than 5 percent,
the reader is sent for servicing or for necessary adjustments.
As in the case of whole body and skin dosimeters, the calculations are carried out by
the computer.
(c)

Contents of Dose Report
(i)

Group Identification
In order for the computer to handle and prepare records for the group and to
maintain office records, each group is identified by a numeric group number along
with an alphabetical prefix code to identify the type of service. Thus A92345
indicates that the group is using a semi-monthly TLD service denoted by A, and that
its unique group number is 92345. Letters B,C,D,E,F,G stand for the three-monthly
TLD service; L for the one-monthly extremity service, R,S,G for the three-monthly
film service; and J,K for the monthly neutron service. B,C,D,E,F,G,R,S and J,K
are staggered to normalize the work volume.

(ii)

Date of Report
Indicates the day the report was printed,

(iii)

Page
Indicates the page number of a single or multipage report,

(iv)

Address
Shows the name and address of the facility designated to receive the report. Note
that it may not be the same as the address where the dosimeters were worn, e.g., a
Hospital Safety Officer may receive the reports for several departments.

(v)

Columns (1) to (10)
These columns show the exposure details, and their content is briefly described as
follows: (Each column is identified at the bottom of the page).
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which (reading from the left) the first two digits denote the period number; the
second two, the year; and the last six, the monitor serial number. Note there
are 24 semi-monthly periods in each calendar year. Series of longer frequency
than semi-monthly skip in-between period numbers. Thus, for the A Series period
01 refers to January 1-15; for B, January 1 - April 1, etc.
(2) Shows the surname (abbreviated by an asterisk if more than eleven characters)
and up to two initials of the person to whom the film was assigned. A name
may appear more than once if records for more than one monitor issued to a
person are included in the report. Instead of a name, "visitor" is shown, when
the film was issued to a person who was not adequately identified by the
subscriber, or was truly a visitor. If the subscriber indicates that the monitor
was not worn, it will be reported as "not used".
(3) An asterick is printed when the user of the monitor is currently using monitors
in more than one group; the cumulative totals (columns 6, 7 and 8) include
values of totals of all dosimeters returned by the wearer in the stated period.
(4) Indicates whether the monitor was used as an extremity monitor, by showing
HD/TT (dose to head) EXT 2 (dose to right hand and arm), EXT 3 (dose to left
hand and arm), EXT 4 (dose to right foot and leg) and EXT 5 (dose to left foot
and leg). A blank in this column indicates the monitor was used as a whole body
monitor. Doses for Extremity and Head Monitors are printed in one line only,
but two lines of dose records are printed for body monitors reported. The upper
line denotes the whole body dose, and the lower line the skin dose.
(5) Reports measured dose for the period.
(6) Reports the cumulative dose for current quarter; N.B. "current" is defined by
the period and year of the monitor. Periods 1-6, 7-12, 13-18 and 19-24,
represent four quarters of a year.
(7) Reports cumulative dose for the current calendar year (as indicated by the
monitor number).
(8) Reports all cumulative doses to date from RPB records. An asterisk in this
column signifies that records other than RPB monitoring records are available,
and may be included in the cumulative totals.

- 34(9) A "Q" signal under 1/4, 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 denotes that the cumulative total for
the first, second, third or fourth quarter of the year, respectively, has exceeded
the recommended maximum millirem; A "Y" signal under Y indicates that the
cumulative total for the year has exceeded the recommended maximum
millirem; A "Y" signal under Q indicates that the dose was received in the
appropriate quarter; Q is printed when the whole body dose in the quarter
exceeds 3000 mrem; skin dose exceeds 15 000 mrem; head dose exceeds 8000
mrem; and other extremity doses exceed 38 000 mrem; Y is printed when the
whole body dose in the calendar year exceeds 5000 mrem; skin dose in the year
exceeds 30 000 mrem; head dose in the year exceeds 15 000 mrem; and other
extremity doses in the year exceed 75 000 mrem.
(10) Column 10 indicates anomalies or unusual occurrences, by the following codes:
2. Control Monitor Exposed; 5. Monitor Damaged; 6. Late Returned Monitor; 7.
Non-Personal Dose; 8. A Chip Missing; 9. Non-Uniform Exposure. The purpose
of this column is to bring an unusual occurrence to the attention of the user,
and to record that non-routine assumptions may have been made in the
assessment of the current monitor dose.
(d)

Preparation of Dose Report
(i)

The Regular Report
Dose reports for processed monitors are printed daily by computer. To report a
monitor all the required information must be available to the computer at the time of
printing. The monitor numbers (period number, year number and the plaque serial
number), the name of the person to whom the monitor was assigned (hence name and
the unique reference number of the person) and the group code to which a set of
monitors was issued, all become interlinked. Any corrections to these interlinks, as
supplied via the returned Name Lists, are made through video terminals. A large
number of subscriber changes or additions to the pre-printout Name List, may result
in delay in reporting to that subscriber.
At the conclusion of reading the dose registered by the plaques contained in a
numbered magazine, and after the necessary editing of the readout doses has been
completed, the computer contains in its memory (appropriate files) records for each
plaque number read, of dose and anomalies.
The dose record for each monitor is maintained by the computer against the name of
the monitor user, a "visitor", or a "not used" situation. In order to print a report for
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a dosimeter returned by a group, it is then only necessary to sort the monitor
numbers assigned to the group, sort the reference numbers corresponding to each
monitor, update the cumulative dose of the wearer, generate and print warning
signals, and select and print the anomalies for a reported monitor number. The
computer programmes used for printing the dose report have already been quoted.
A typical printed report is shown in Appendix II. Turn around time for reporting is
typically 24 hours exclusive of mailing time to and from the group.
(ii)

Follow-Up and "Visitor" Exposures
In order to determine whether a "high" dose, i.e., one exceeding one-tenth of the
maximum permissible annual dose, is a personal dose, a special report is printed
prior to the preparation of the Radiation Exposure Report. It shows the monitor
numbers, the name of the monitor users and the employing agency.
For cumulative rather than single overexposures, which have exceeded the maximum
permissible annual and/or quarterly doses, a similar special report is printed which
results in a Telex being sent to the group and the appropriate regulatory authority
concerned.
A computer printout is sent to the subscriber whenever a "visitor" dosimeter
exceeds 39 millirems (whole body) or 100 millirems (skin). The printout requests full
identification information of the monitor wearer, so that a record may be created or
adjusted.

7. RECORDING OF INDIVIDUAL LIFETIME DOSES
The dose to date is shown in column 8 of the Radiation Exposure Report. This record is
obtained by maintaining an individual's dose record against a unique reference number, and
updating the record whenever new exposure data are generated. The doses are recorded in the
National Dose Registry.
The record includes occupational doses received by a person from any of the following
sources:
(a)

Exposures registered by RPB monitors;

(b)

Exposures registered by other monitors;

(c)

Exposures received in foreign countries;

(d)

Exposures estimated when monitors were not worn.

- 36 Non-occupational doses, such as those received in medical treatments or from background radiation are not presently included.
8. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION

At the present time, the RPB personnel dosimetry service for monitoring of exposure
to gamma rays, X-rays and beta rays, is provided through both thermoluminescent and film monitors.
It is the intention that film dosimeters will gradually be replaced by thermoluminescent monitors.
The application form for the service will then be revised to bring it completely in line with the
TLD service.
For measurement of exposure to neutrons, alternatives to films such as an albedo dosimeter
using TL-600 and TL-700, or electrochemical etching of foils are under active study.
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-41 Table 1 - Growth of Personnel Dosimetry Service*
Number of
Regular Subscribers

Number of
Groups Served

400

60

500

84

52

!

800

|

130

53

|

1450

\

180

54

|

330

55

!

;

540

56

j

5 400

790

57

!

8 009

1050

58

;

10 655

1 350

59

;

12 323

1 490

60

:

13 149

1 750

61

!

14 944

1 930

62

;

16 382

2 090

63

'.

16 382

2 245

64

j

18 220

2 445

65

|

21 111

2 666

66

I

23 302

2 400
4 000

:

Year

2 902

67

25 967

3 185

68

29 210

3 329

69

33 204

3 627

70

36 222

4 059

71

37 684

4 815

72

43 858

5 804

73

48 022

6 321

74

49 271

6 799

75

52 474

7 463

76

55 901

7 695

77

*Number of subscribers and groups does not include those for Neutron
Dosimetry Service and Criticality Dosimetry Service. It also does not
include casual subscribers who are not enrolled by name.
Figures in the "Number of Groups" column do not include organizations
which cancelled subscription during the year.
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Table A . I - Mass Energy Absorption Coefficient and Ratio of
Doses (rads) in Muscle, Lithium Fluoride and Air
;

j

Gamma
Ray

i

energy
(MeV)

1
\

0.010

|

en cm /gm
P

D

1

Air

4.61

'•
|

:

D

LiF

; Muscle

Rads per
Roentgen

LiF
Air
;

Mus
D

in
Muscle

LiF

1
5.61

1.217

0.918

0.868

;

1.189

0.903

0.874

0.906

0.878

0.904

0.885

0.912

0.918

0.923

0.962

0.935

1.015

0.944

1.100

0.951

1.142

0.956

1.175

0.953

1.180

0.960

1.191

< 4.87

0.015

1.27

^

1.51

1.32

0.020

j 0.511

;

0.607

0.030

0.148

;

0.174

0.040

0.0668

0.0763

0.050

0.0406

0.0448

;
0.154 :
0.0701 :
0.0431 ;

0.060

0.0305

0.0323

0.0328

0.080

0.0243

0.0240

0.0264

;

o.ioo

0.0234

\

0.0224

0.0256

\

0.150

0.0250

I

0.0234

0.0275

:

0.200

0.0268

0.0249

0.0294

;

0.300

0.0287

0.0266

0.0317

i.i87
i.i75
1.142
1.103
1.059
0.987
0.957
0.936
0.929
0.926

0.400

0.0295

0.0274

0.0325

0.928

0.957

1.186

0.500

0.0296

0.0276

0.0328

0.932

0.963

1.188
1.186

•

:
i

0.600

0.0295

0.0274

0.0325

0.928

0.957

0.0272

0.0323

0.928

0.957

1.187

0.662

0.0293

0.800

0.0289

0.0267

0.0318

0.928

0.956

1.191

1.000

0.0278

0.0258

0.0306

0.928

0.956

1.186

1.250

0.0266

0.0247

0.0293

0.928

0.957

1.186

1.50

0.0254

;

0.0236

0.0280

0.929

0.958

1.186

2.00

0.0234

:

0.0217

0.0257

0.927

0.954

1.184

3.00

0.0205

0.0190

0.0225

0.926

0.954

1.184

4.00

0.0186

0.0173

0.0204

0.930

8.00
10.00

I

0.0174

5.00
6.00

;

0.533

i

0.0164
0.0152
0.0145

!

•'

:

1.179

0.944

;

1.180
1.171

0.0161

0.0189

0.925

0.0152

0.0178

0.943

j

0.0141

0.0164

0.927
0.927

0.938

j

1.163

0.925

0.929

j

1.156

0.0134

0.0155

j

0.953

!
i

j

- 43 Table A.2 - Ratio (F) of Reported Rems to Theoretical Estimates
of Rems for Gamma Rays and Beta Rays

Energy (MeV)

F (Gamma)

F (Beta)

0.010
0.015
0.020
0.030
0.040
0.050
0.060
0.080
0.100
0.150
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.600
0.662
0.800
1.000
1.250
1.500
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
8.000
10.000

1.367
1.357
1.350
1.340
1.291
J.232
1.168
1.078
1.037
1.009
1.005
0.994
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.998
1.008
0.999
0.999
1.008
1.001
1.006
1.010
1.013
1.019
1.026

1.115
1.130
1.131
1.122
1.112
0.094
1.080
1.065
1.058
1.051
1.053
1.040
1.041
1.032
1.035
1.034
1.029
1.024
1.018
1.008
1.000
0.987
0.973
0.967
0.958
0.947
0.944

Table A.3 - Computed Values of Atomic Number Divided by the Atomic Weight for Air
Lithium Fluoride and Muscle

Medium

Z/A

(Z/A) Medium/(Z/A) Air

Air

0.4996

1.000

LiF

0.4626

0.925

Muscle

0.5508

1.101

- 44Table A.4 - Computed Electron Mass Stopping Power Including
Both Collision and Radiation Loss
Electron
Energy
(MeV)

Stopping Power (MeV cm 2 gm -1)
Air

Muscle

S. -rLiF

LiF

Water

0.010

19.71

21.72

19.57

0.993

0.015

14.42

15.89

14.27

0.990

0.020

11.55

12.73

11.48

0.994

0.030
0.040

8.479

9.344

8.343

^Mus

TTF
1.109
i

1.113
1.109

0.984

i

1.120

:

1.119

6.840

7.537

6.735

0.984

0.050

5.812

6.404

5.701

0.980

1.123

0.060

5.106

5.627

5.004

0.980

1.124

0.080

4.195

4.622

4.098

0.976

1.129

0.100

3.63?

4.002

3.545

0.976

1.179

0.150

2.862

3.154

2.790

0.974

1.130

0.200

2.472

2.724

2.408

0.974

1.131

0.300

2.088

2.301

2.025

0.969

1.136

0.400

1.908

2.103

1.845

0.967

1.140

0.500

1.810

1.995

1.745

0.964

1.143

0.600

1.752

1.931

1.685

0.961

1.146

0.662

1.728

1.904

1.659

0.960

1.147

0.800

1.696

1.869

1.619

0.954

1.154

1.000

1.676

1.847

1.592

0.950

1.160

1.250

1.674

1.845

1.582

0.945

1.166

1.500

1.683

1.855

1.577

0.937

1.176

2.000

1.714

1.889

1.587

0.926

1.190

3.000

1.786

1.968

1.632

0.913

1.205

4.000

1.852

2.041

1.667

0.900

1.224

5.000

1.913

2.108

1.696

0.886

1.242

6.000

1.969

2.170

1.725

0.876

1.257

8.000

2.068

2.279

1.784

0.862

1.277

10.000

2.159

2.379

1.835

0.851

1.296

- 45Table A.5 - Typical Values of Equilibrium Thickness and
Wall Attenuation for X and Gamma Rays
Type of
Radiation

Energy
(Millions of Volts)

Equilibrium Thickness
(g/cm Z )

Approximate Wall
Attenuation (%)

<0.05
0.2
0.4

X-Ray
(Tube
Potential)

0
1
3
7

4.0
7.0
11.0

10
20
30

0.4
0.25

Table A.6 - Calculated Range of Electrons in Skin for Various Energies (T)

T (MeV)

Range (cm)

0.500
0.600
0.800
1.000
1.500
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
7.000
10.000

0.009
0.056
0.150
0.244
0.646
0.714
1.185
1.655
2.125
3.065
4.47

Table A.7 - Response of . L Dosimeter to Beta Rays as a Percentage of the
Response to Radium Gamma Rays*

End-Point Energy
MeV
2.3 and others
3.0 and 0.32
2.3 and 0.54
0.77

0.225
*Jones

Distance of
Isotopes

Irradiation
(min)

Natural U
Ce-Pr-144
Sr-Y-90
Ti 204
Pm-147

Contact
300
300
150
110

Thick Chip
(0.89 mm)

Thin Chip
(0.25 mm)

62
49
42
28
14

92
56
53
69
52
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-49Figure 1 - Energy Dependence of TLD Mounted on Phantom*
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- 50 Figure 1A - Angular Dependence*
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- 51 Figure 2

Front View of RPB Dosimeter Holder, and Sleeve
With and Without the Plaque in Position

- 52Figure 2A

Rear View of RPB Dosimeter Holder and Sleeve
Without and With the Plaque in Position

- 53 Figure 3

Photograph of Loaded and Unloaded Ring Dosimeters
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Photograph of the TLD Reader and the Teletype
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- 57 Figure 7

Low V o l t a g e Power S u p p l i e s

Photograph of Cabinet With Control Unit
and Power Supplies

2
l5'
CO

Photograph of Head Unit of TL Reader With the Cover Removed

a

- 59 Figure 9

Photograph of Input Magazine Loaded With TL Plaques

- 60Figure .10

Photograph of Teletype Control Panel
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Figure 11 - HP 3000 Series II Hardware Organization
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- 62Figure 12 - HP 3000 Series II Software
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- 63Figure 12A - Computer Schematic
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- 64 Figure 13

Photograph of Annealing Oven With Door Closed

- 65 Figure 14

Photograph of Annealing Oven Showing Magazines Inside
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(a)

Conversion of Reported Rem Dose to "True" Tissue Dose
(i)

X and Gamma Radiation
The objective in personnel dosimetry is to estimate the rem dose. Thus the
estimated exposures in roentgens output should be converted first to tissue-rads
and then into rems. It has been shown(2) (see page 379, Volume 1 of Reference (2))
that the absorbed dose at a given energy at a point in a medium when electron
equilibrium exists is given by:
D

,.
medium

0.869 * W P \ n e d i u m

rads,

(1)

(p)

'en

air

when the exposure in air at the same point is one roentgen. Thus for air, D . per
all

roentgen is equal to 0.869 rads.
Since the value of ^*en medium/'Jen(p) air varies with energy, conversions from
surface air dose in roentgens, to tissue dose in rads require knowledge of the
energy. Thus the light output of the chip does not accurately represent the
exposure (roentgens) in air over the entire energy spectrum.
The standard plaques are calibrated with a meter which measures the free air dose
in roentgens. This value is assigned to the standard plaques, without applying any
conversion factor, as the rem dose. Values of dose in rads per roentgen in muscle,
and the ratio of energy absorbed in lithium fluoride to that in air are shown in
Table A . I . These values are obtained and derived from Table 2, Chapter 29 in
Reference 2. From Table A . I , it is apparent that a dosimeter exposed to one
roentgen and calibrated with Cs

gammas will, when exposed to 0.010 MeV

photons, be read as 1.217/0.928, i.e., 1.311 roentgens; and since no conversion is
made to tissue-rads, it will be reported as 1.311 rems.
As the energy of the incident radiation cannot be determined from the plaque, the
energy is, in effect, taken as equivalent to Cs

gamma rays. If the readout value

had been converted to tissue rads, the dose then would have been reported as 1.311
x 0.957, i.e., 1.254 rems.
If, on the other hand, the energy of the incident radiation were known to be 0.010
MeV and a calibration were carried out at 0.010 MeV, then the plaque reading would

- 70have been 1.000 roentgens and converted to tissue rads, this would have amounted
to 0.918 rads, i.e., 0.918 renn. Thus, the ratio of the interpreted rem to the "true"
rem would be 1.254/0.918, i.e., 1.366.
Because the calibration of the chips is carried out by using Cs

gamma rays, and

the energy of the incident photons causing personnel exposures cannot be determined from the plaque, it can be seen that the ratio of the reported rems to the
"true" rems is given by:
= (PLiF7DAir)E

F
gamma

Q92Q

Q.957
A

(rgds pgr r o e n t g e n for muscie)E

(2)

where the subscript E refers to the energy of the incident photons in MeV. Values
of F for various values of E shown in Table A.3, demonstrate that in the energy
range 0.1 to 10 MeV the reported values (for photon exposures) are within one
percent of the "true" rems (theoretical values of tissue-rads). It is only in the
lower energy range that the reported values are appreciably higher, 37 % at 0.010
MeV and 17 % at 0.060 MeV. The fact that the difference is in the "safe" direction
should be noted.
(ii)

Beta Doses
For a detector calibrated by exposure to gamma radiation to measure beta dose in
rads, the energy per gram absorbed by the detector per roentgen, must be the same
as that absorbed by air per roentgen. This will occur if the mass stopping power
for electrons of a given energy is the same for the detector medium as for air.
The mass stopping power of any element for electrons is given by the expression:
S F = 1 dE = K
P dX /3

Z B MeV cm 2
A
gm

(3)
o

where S.- is the mass stopping power in MeV cm_ for electrons of energy E MeV
g
K

is a constant

£3

is v/C, where v is the velocity of the electrons and C is the velocity of
light in vacuum

Z

is the atomic number of the element

A

is the atomic weight of the element

B

is a complicated function of fi, E, the ionization potential, and the
dielectric properties of the element,

p

is the density of a mass of the element in gm cm" .

- 71 For a given medium, the mass stopping power (hence the absorbed dose) will vary
with the energy of the incident electrons.
Values of (Z/A) for air, LiF and muscle are shown in Table A.3. Values of mass
stopping power for these media, along with values for (Sp-), p/^tr^A(Sp)..

anc

'

,(S ). -r- are shown in Table A.4. For the energy range 0.1 to 3.0 MeV, the

mass stopping power of lithium fluoride remains within 10 % of that for air. Thus,
it is to be expected that the light output for a one rad exposure to beta particles
will be within 10 % of that for an exposure to one roentgen of photons of the same
energy.
The stopping power of a medium for beta particles of given energy has a valid
meaning for only a very thin layer of the medium, and it varies with the depth of
the layer as the electron energy becomes degraded due to energy loss in the upper
layers. Also the stopping power depends upon the delta ray (secondary electron)
energy cut-off point, and the size of the detector.
Because the stopping power is a function of the properties of the medium, a doserate meter for beta particles will, if calibrated in rads, read correctly in rads only
for an equivalent medium. Secondary electron dosimeters are cavity ion chambers
whose readings are generally valid for measurement of X and gamma rays.
However, the relationship between the absor^d dose at a point in a medium and
the ionization in a small gas filled cavity at that point is the same for a medium
exposed to photons and electrons since in both cases the absorbed dose is
determined primarily by the electron flux and energy distribution of the electrons.
The dose in a medium(m) is given in terms of the ionization in a cavity filled with a
gas G by ( 7 ) .
D
m

= 3.336 x 10" 5 JW x (S medium)
S

rads

(4)

gas
where J is the ionization produced in the cavity of the medium filled with gas G,
and W is the energy required to produce one pair of ions in the gas. Thus, knowing
S medium,
the value of W, and 5
the dose in any medium can be evaluated, by
gas
measuring the exposure in the gas in roentgens and converting it to rads.
If lithium fluoride is used as a roentgen meter, then conversion of its roentgen
reading to rads will give the electron dose in rads at the point of measurement,
provided of course, electron equilibrium conditions exist, and the medium is thick
enough to satisfy the cavity ionization chamber requirements.

- 72 Since the beta particle standards are calibrated with Cs

gamma rays and the

LiF/Air dose absorption ratio is 0.928, the ratio of the reported dose to the "true
dose" in tissue rads for beta particles is given by
Electrons =; 5 LiF/ S Air'; x 0 . 9 5 7 \
v
0.928 y'F ,rads per roentgen in muscle,)
Values for F, .

,?)

< are shown in Table A.2. It can be seen that the reported

values for lithium fluoride should be within 15 % of the "true" tissue dose in rads
for the energy range of interest in personnel dosimetry. However, theoretical
estimates in rads for dose from electrons, when measured by a detector calibrated
in roentgens, are valid only if the detectors are in electronic equilibrium with their
environment. Suntharalingam (9) has, however, experimentally observed that for
electron energies up to 33 MeV (betatron electrons) the response of a thin lithium
fluoride detector is the same as that for Cs

gamma rays.

Electrons lose energy in a medium by the collision process and also by the process
known as bremsstrahlung. The bremsstrahlung loss is small at low energies and
increases rapidly with energy. The collision loss is approximately equal to loss due
to bremsstrahlung (at the critical energy T = 700/(Z - 1.2) Mev). For human
tissue, the effective value of Z is approximately 7.04 and therefore T = 85 MeV,
and bremsstrahlung loss is small for electrons of energy less than 10 MeV.
From Tables A . I and A.4 it will be seen that gamma rays and electrons of very low
energy, lose energy at a high rate, and therefore are readily absorbed by thin layers
of a medium. Thus, very low energy radiation does not contribute to tissue dose
unless it can penetrate the dead layers of the skin, which are approximately
2
7~16 mg/cm .
The range of electrons in a medium is approximately given by
R = (0.285T - 0.137)

cm

(6)

•(I)
where P = density of the medium in gm/cm and T is the kinetic energy of the
electron in MeV. For skin

' the numerical value of -r is approximately equal to

1.10 x 0.551, i.e., 0.606. With this value of i , it will be seen from equation (6) that
for electrons of kinetic energy 0.5 MeV, the range in skin is only 0.009 centimeters
and since the thickness of the epidermis is approximately 0.012 cm, electrons of

-73energy less than 0.5 MsV will hardly contribute any dose to tissue. The thickness
of the skin is about 0.2 cm and as the range of lit) MeV electrons in skin is
approximately 0.25 centimeters, almost all of their energy will be deposited in the
skin, and electrons of energy higher than 1.0 MeV will deliver a dose to tissue
material underlying the skin.
For photons the absorption is exponential and in that sense even low energy will
contribute some dose to the tissue underneath the skin. The thickness of the skin
in units of gm/cm is 0.2/1.1, i.e., 0.18 3D2 2. Therefore an 0.01 MeV photon will
lose 4.87 x 0.010 x 0.18 MeV (i.e., 0.0088 MeV) or 88 percent of its energy in the
skin, and an 0.02 MeV photon will lose only 10 percent, and an 0.03 M? ' photon,
about 3 percent. Thus, dose to the skin will come from electrons of energy higher
than 0.5 MeV and photons of energy generally less than 0.02 MeV.
Since for electrons and photons the stopping power of lithium fluoride is within
15 percent of that of muscle, lithium fluoride is a good material for measurement of
dose in tissue. To calibrate lithium fluoride material for photons, the material
should be in an environment where electronic equilibrium exists. Electronic
equilibrium occurs at a depth where, for every secondary electron entering the
location from outside, another electron escapes. The electron density decreases at
greater depths as a result of attenuation of the photons by the material. At
smaller depths the electron density increases with depth.
Unfortunately, the equilibrium thickness is dependent on the photon energy and
thus for a detector to maintain equilibrium thickness for high energy photons,
greater thicknesses of material are required. Generally speaking, the equilibrium
thickness is proportional to the mean energy of the incident photons, and for 1 MeV
X-ray photons, it is 0.2 g/cm ; the attenuation provided by this thickness of
2
material at this energy is only 0.6 %. At 10 MeV 2 g/cm is required for
equilibrium thickness. For X-rays of effective energy 0.2 MeV, the required
thickness is of the order of 1 mg/cm . Since the density of lithium fluoride is
2.6 g/cm , equilibrium is reached at a depth of 0.4 mm of solid lithium fluoride, for
0.2 MeV photons, and at depths of 0.8 mm and 8 mm, respectively, for 1 MeV and
10 MeV photons.
The range of electrons of energy 5 MeV is approximately 2.1 cm in tissue, and
8 mm in solid lithium fluoride. Thus, if an equilibrium thickness of 8 mm of solid
lithium fluoride is used for photons, then most electrons of energy less than 5 MeV

- 74will be absorbed before equilibrium for photons in reached. Therefore, a single
thickness of lithium fluoride, calibrated at a single energy will introduce some
inaccuracy if used for beta particles over a wide range of energy. Equilibrium
thicknesses for photons of different energies are shown in Table A.5, and ranges of
electrons in tissue, in Table A.6.
In the RPB Dosimeter two chips are used, and the thicker lithium fluoride chip
which is 0.89 mm thick, is sandwiched between aluminum of 2 mm thickness which
2
2
is equivalent to 0.2 x 2.7 gm/cm , i.e., 0.54 gm/cm , and thus provides equilibrium
thickness for X-rays and photons having mean energy up to 2.7 MeV. This thickness
of aluminum will absorb electrons of energy less than 1.5 MeV. However, the thick
chip thus sandwiched is not suitable and is not intended for measurement of
electron dose or dose from low energy photons. Another lithium fluoride chip 0.38
mm in thickness is covered by a thin mylar foil equivalent to 7 mg/cm to simulate
the dead layer of the skin, and is used to measure dose to the skin from photons and
(b)

electrons.
Practical Performance of Dosimeters
The expected theoretical output and energy response of a chip exposed to gamma rays, or
beta rays, as described above, may be modified when exposed in the fully assembled
(o)

dosimeter. The RPB dosimeter is essentially the same as that described by Jones

, who

has studied the performance of the dosimeter for gamma rays, X-rays and beta rays. His
results concerning energy response and angular dependence are described here for
reference.
(i)
Energy Response for Gamma and X-Rays
To measure the energy response, the dosimeters were placed at waist height on a
phantom. The phantom was made of tissue equivalent rubber and contained a
complete skeleton having the dimensions of the average man. The direction of
incident radiation was normal to the surface of the dosimeter. The dose was
measured at the testes site with a calibrated ion chamber.
(a)

The results obtained by Jones

are reproduced in Figure 1 for the energy range

0.03 to 1.25 MeV. The observed response is due to a combination of factors,
namely: (i) the energy dependence of the lithium fluoride itself; (ii) the variation in
equilibrium thickness for photons of different energies; (iii) the variation in

- 75scattering and absorption in the phantom at the site where the dosimeter is worn
and where the ion chamber is placed; (iv) the influence of the plaque and the
holder. The response of the dosimeter while mounted on the phantom could be
different from its response in free air, but the nature of the energy dependence is
probably closely similar.
It is to be seen from Figure 1 that the thick chip in the dosimeter measures the
absorbed dose to the testes to within +12 % and -17 % in the energy range 0.03 to
1.25 MeV. The average value of rads to roentgens in this range is 0.87.
(ii)

Angular Dependence to X-Rays and Gamma Rays
The direction of incidence of radiation to the dosimeter when it is being worn is
assumed to be normal to the surface of the dosimeter. However, as people move
during working hours, other directions of incidence will in fact often occur.
To test the angular dependence of the response of the dosimeter, two dosimeters
(8)
were mounted by Jones at waist height, while the ion chamber was at the testes
site. The angle of incidence was varied at 30° intervals between 0° to 180° for
exposures to 100 keV X-rays and Cs-137 gamma rays. The results are shown in
Figure 1A. For angles of incidence up to 60 no large effects are noticeable, but
between 60° and 135° the dosimeter reads higher than the ion chamber, because
the ion chamber is then shielded by the legs. Between 135° and 180° the dosimeter
is shielded by the body and therefore its readings are lower.

(iii)

Response to Electrons (Beta Rays)
The thin chip is expected to have greater sensitivity to beta rays than that of the
thick chip. Results obtained by Jones

with the two chips and beta particles of

various end point energies are shown in Table A.7. The experimental observations
confirm that the thin chip is more sensitive to electrons of energy less than 1 MeV,
and that the response of this chip should be used for estimating the skin dose from
electrons and low energy gamma rays. It is to be noted that the dosimeter is not
designed to provide any information concerning the energy of the incident beta
radiation, and therefore corrections for energy response cannot be made to the
observed values.
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MPH /'.-H) I 1 M)

•

JND1QUER

Diffraction unit
Diffraction

Contact therapy

•

Therapy unit
Tiaiiemenl

Grenz rays
Rayons Qren2

•

Industrial radioofaphy
ie mdustnello

D Th6ia(jte de contact
•

0-30

31 -60

61 - 130

131 -250

Over 2bO au-dnssui

n

n

n

n

n
OVER
A U VERSO

-80CHECK RAPIOISOTOPEJS) USID.lSo
JNDIQLIER LESRADIOISOTOPES UTl

f n, thft 1131.)
?n comprise
rtmna

, A N ! IMONY • I }

,
.KHVPIONL~ I KHVPTON

' ANHMOIME

. r hi SHIM - M ;
'CFSIUM

(Kr)

:-jSOniUM
'-'SODIUM

, MANHANFSt - S4
'MANCANtSF

IMnl

STRONTIUM-90
I J STRONTIUM

-'MANGANESE

IMnl

.CAICUM 4S
1

'CALCH.IUI
.CAMION- 14
' C ARFtONT

'- 'MFHCURF

(Hgl

THULIUM - 1 70
THULIUM

ITml

•

2INC - 6 6
ZINC

<Znl

OTHER
AUTflES

I

- .1?
n PHOSPHORUS
PHO3FMIOHI

I PI

I CHROMIUM - !>7
' L!HROMF

<Cr>

| ~ i POLONIUM- 710
I-J POLONIUM

I Po)

ICol

(.-.POTASSILIM- 42
I I POTASSIUM

•

, - . R A D I U M - 226

n
a
a

, .C.OLO-I9H
'-'on
, 10 DIN f • 1 .U
' lODt

•

I IRIDIUM - 192
' IRIDIUM

r—i RUTHENIUM - 1 0 3
'—^RUTHENIUM

. IRON- S9

'-'fen

RADIUM-BERYLLIUM
RADIUM-BERYLLIUM

•)SODIUM-22
J
SODIUM

(Fe)

GIVEN NAMES
PRENOMS

Date of birth
Date de naissance
D 'J

M 'M

THALLIUM-204
THALLIUM

I

D

Supply the following details regarding persons who will be wearing film monitors in your department. (PLEASE PflINT; attach a
separate sheet if necessary). Consult the Job Classification List
and enter appropriate code in line with the corresponding name.
We must have complete information for each film user before
films will be sent to your group.

SURNAME
fgOM DE FAMILLf

""''""

'

SULPHUR - 3 5
SOUFRE

(Cll

B(t

24

n
n
a

I Cut ORINI - 3li
'CHI on

r - | ( OBALT
-'<.OVMT

r

vttti f/xtm iHt/v w* voun vtt>t**t.l

tnscrire les details ci-apres, pour chaque personne qui portera un film
de photodetection dans votre service. (EN LETTRES MOULEES. S.V.P..
et annexer une autre feuilie au besom.) D'apres la iiste officielle de
classification des cadres, inscrire le cods appropri£ vis-d-vis chaque
nom. II est essential que nous ayons tous les renseignements requis
pour chaque usager avant de pouvoir expedier les films a votre groupe.

Sex Job c'ass.
Sexe
Pro*.

S.I.N. oumbffr
N° d'assurance
sociale

Last place •mpiov«d using
Film monitors

Dernier emploi ou films de
detection utilises

V; A

THIS APPLICATION FORM SHOULD SE SIGNED BY AN AUTHORIZED PERSON REPRESENTING THE INDIVIDUAL. COMPANr 0 * INSTITUTION.
LA PRESENTE DEMANOE DOIT PORTE* LA SIGNATURE DUNE PERSONNE AUTORISEE. REPRESENTANT LE PARTICULAR. (.'INSTITUTION OU L'ETAIUSSEMENT
EN CAUSE.
DATE

SIGNATURE

TITLE - TITRE

- 81 Health and Welfare
Canada
Health Protect ion
Branch

Sante et Bien-etre social
Canada
Direction cj(5n<Vale de la
protection de la sant<5

Radiation Protection Bureau de la
Bureau
radioprotection

JOB CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION OES tMPLOIS

(Inscrivez - e n un seull

(List only one)

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATION

MEDICAL AND
ALLIED
MEDICAL ET
PARAMEDICAL

NON-MEDICAL
NON MEDICAL

HPB 7580 (5-74)

Office Staff
Other

2
4

Chiropractor
Dentist
Dental Hygienist
Gynaecologist
Laboratory Technician
Medical Physicist
Nurse
Physician
Radiological Technician (Diagnostic)
Radiological Technician (Therapeutic)
Radiologist (Diagnostic)
Radiologist (Therapeutic)
Veterinarian
Ward Aide or Orderly

10
11
25
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Isotope Technician
Other

24
23

Dial Painter
Instructor
Instrument Technician
Laboratory Technician
Oil Logger

40
41
42
43
44

Radiography
Scientist and Engineer
(Field)
Scientist and Engineer
(Laboratory)
Other

45
46
47
46

Employ^ de bureau
Autre

Chiropraticien
Dentiste
Hygie'niste dentaire
Gyn6cologue
Laborantin
Physicien me'dical
Infirmiere
MSdecin
Technicien en radiodiagnostic
Technicien en radiotheVapie
Radiodiagnosticien
Radiotherapeute
V^teVinaire
Aide de salle ou infirmier
auxi liaire
Technicien (isotopes)
Autre

Peintre de cadrans
Instructeur
Technicien (Instruments)
Laborantin
Technicien (rdpeVage du
pitrole)
Technicien en radiographie
Homme de science et
Ing6nieur (Itinerant)
Homme de science et
Inge'nieur (Laboratoire)
Autre

- 82 -

W

Health and Welfare Canada

Sante et Bien-etre social Canada

Healrh Protection Branch

Direction generate do la protection de la sonre

Radiation Protection Bureau

Bureau de la radioprotection

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
DOSE OF IONIZING RADIATION

DOSE MAXIMALE ADMISSIBLE
DE RAYONNEMENT IONISANT

Based on the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological
Protection, the following limits are suggested for the Maximum Permissible Radiation Dose for radiation workers.

Compte tenu des recommandations de la
Commission Internationale de protection
contre les radiations, voici les doses maximales admissibles de rayonnement que nous
proposons pour les travailleurs exposes aux
rayonnements.

Organ or Tissue

Maximum Permissible Dose

Organe ou Tissu

Dose maximale admissible
Rems/Year

Rems/Quarter Year

Rems/annee

Rems/trimestre

Whole body, gonads and bon«—narrow
Organisme entier, gonaaes, et moelle
osseuse

5*

3

Skin, bone, thyroid
Peau, os, thyrolde

30

15

Hands and forearms; feet and ankles
Mains et avant-bras; pieds et
chevilles

75

38

Other single organs
Autres organes simples

15

8

*

Up to 10 rems may be permitted in this period under special circumstances, provided the
average dose received from 18 up to and including the current year does not exceed
5.0 rem per year

*

Dix rems constituent une dose admissible au cours de cette periode, pourvu que la dose
moyenne rejue chaque annee depuis l'age de 18 ans jusqu'a l'age actuel inclusivement ne
depasse pas 5 rems.

The dose limits are subject to the following
stipulations:

Ces doses limites sont soumises aux conditions suivantes:

1.

1.

The radiation dose applies only to exposures resulting from circumstances imposed
by the workers occupation and does not
include exposures from other sources.

HPB 7533(6-74)

Les doses de rayonnement ne s'appliquent
qu'aux expositions resultant du travail
et ne comprennent pas les autres sources.

- 83-

2.

For a female radiation worker of reproductive capacity, the maximum dose to the
abdomen should be limited to 0.1 rem/wk.,
and if she is known to be pregnant, the
dose during the remaining period of
pregnancy should not exceed 1 rem.

2.

Dans le cas d'une femme capable de procreer, la dose maximale rec,ue par 1'abdomen ne doit pas exceder 0.1 rem par
semaine; si elle devient enceinte, la
dose pendant la grosse9se ne doit pas
depasser 1 rem.

3.

For the use of personnel film monitoring,
calendar years and quarters are considered
acceptable.

3.

Pour ce qui est de la photodetection, on
peut se servir de l'annee civile ou des
trimestres de l'annee civile.

4.

In determining dose, contribution from
both x-rays and radioactive substances
should be included; for the latter,
internal as well as external dosps should
be considered.

4.

Lors du calcul de la dose, il faut tenir
compte de l'exposition aux rayonnements
X et aux substances radioactives. Dans
le cas des substances radioactives, on
doit prendre en consideration 1'exposition interne comme l'exposition externe.

5.

As a working guide, 100 mrem/wk. should
be used as the Maximum Permissible Dose.

5.

Regie generate, la dose maximale admissible devrait etre de 100 mRem par
semaine.

HPB 7583(6-74)

-84Health and Welfare
Canada
Hralih Protection
Branch

Santo ot Birn-nlre social
Canada
Direction q^nrtraUj dp la
proii'Ction dtf la sant6

DOSIMETRY SERVICES
WEARING SCHEDULE 1979

SERVICES DE DOSIMETRIE
CALENDRIER DE PORT ANN^E 1979

Group Series

Serle de G roupes

(A)

T.I..D.
Film
Neutron
T.I..11. Extremity
Crltlrallty

(R)l
(.0(K)

(L)
(N)

Series
Serle

Period
Periode

A,B,J.I..N
A,K,K,N,R
A,C,J,I.,N
A,F,K,N,S
A, I), .1, L, N
A,G,K,N,T
A,B,J,L,N
A,K,K,N,R
A,C,J,L,N
A,F,K,N,S
A,D,J,L,N
A,G,K,N,T

O!/79
02/79
03/79
04/79
05/79
06/79
07/79
08/79
09/78
10/79
11/79
12/79
a)

D.T.L.
Film
Neutron
Service d'extremlte D.T. L.
Crlticlte

Beginning Day
Commencement
Jan .
Jan
Feb .
Fob .
Mar
Mar
Apr
Apr
May
May
June
June

Jan.
jan.
fev.
fev.
mars
mars
avr.
avr.
mai
ma I
juln
juin

01/79
1.5/79
01/79
35/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79

Please refer to the first
digit in ( ) of your group
number for the series.

Series
Serle

Period
Periode

A,B,J,L,N
A,F.,K,N,R
A,C,J,L.N
A,F,K,N,S
A,D,J,L,N
A,C,K,N,T
A,B,J,L.N
A,E,K,N,R
A,C,J,L,N
A,F,K,N,S
A,D,J,L,N
A,G,K,N,T

13/79
14/79
15/79
16/79
17/79
18/79
18/79
20/79
21/79
12/79
23/79
24/79

A no.er:

^
b)

These dates are subject to
change. Always refer to dates
printed on your group's name
list.

Dosimeters are to be worn during the scheduled
periods beginning on the dates shown in the
table. Each dosimeter is stamped with an
identification dosimeter number. In addition,
the film dosimeter is stamped with a period
year and serial number. The first four digits
indicate the period number shown on the list,
the remaining five digits are the serial number
which identifies the dosimeter, e.g.:
0176 15432:-

July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Jull.
Jull.
aout
aout
sept.
sept.
oct.
oct.
nov.
nov.
dec.
dec.

01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79
01/79
15/79

a) Pour la serie veuillez vous
referer au premier chiffre
apparaissant entre ( ) du
numero de votre groupe.
~sb) Ces dates sont sujettes a
changement. Toujours consultez
les dates imprimees sur la
liste des noms.

Les doslmetres doivent etre portes durant la
periode qui commence aux dates indiquees sur
le tableau. Chaque dosimetre porte un numero. En plus, le film dosimetre est identifie
par une periode 1'annee et un numero de serie.
Les quatre premiers chiffres Indiquent le
numero de periode et 1'annee sur la liste, et
les cinq derniers chiffres constituent le
numero de aerie qui identifie le dosimetre, e.g:

01 - period/periode
76 - year/annee
15432 - serial no./no. de serle

All dosimeters are routinely mailed so that
they should arrive well in advance of their
scheduled wearing period. If however, they
are not received in time, continue wearing
the previous period's dosimeters until the
scheduled set arrives. When returning dosimeters worn longer than the scheduled period,
please indicate the length of the wearing
period and notify this department by
separate letter of the reason for the extended
wearing period.

HPB 75O9(Rev. Nov./78)

Beginning Ray
Commencement

Tous les d^simetres sont envoyes par la poste
regulierement de sorte qu'ils devraient parvenir
aux destinataires blen avant la periode a
laquelle 11s doivent etre portes. Cependant,
s'ils ne sont pas recus a temps, continuez de
porter les doslmetres de la periode precedente
Jusqu'a ce que la periode prevue par le programme arrive. Lors du retour de ces dosimetres (c.a.d. ceux qui sont portes plus longtemps que la periode prevue), veuillez signaler
la duree de cette periode de port et indiquer
au Ministere par letLre dlstincte, les raisons
de la periode de port prolongee.
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i ,iral Wnlfnn' Cnnntin
li'in FVolrv tinn HurfVH'

OTTAWA, ONTARIO
K1A 1C1
61399B4797
GROUP CODE
CODE DU GROUPE

S.-mti* ci Birn Hw sncial C.innda
Bun'.iu (Ji1 In rndtnpmtf'Ltion

filCURRENT ACCOUNT«u

NAME LIST

COMPTECOURANT

ANNEC PI NAHCllft

•

'

LISTE DES NOMS

1

5EE REVERSE FOR INSTRUCTIONS
__

VOIR LES INSTRUCTIONS AU DOS

_ ,

MONITGUR9 DE DTL EN POSSES (ION

CNDOMMAG £ 9

WEARING PERIOD

PERIODE DE PORT

ONITOH

TOTAX.

n

PERIOD

PERIOD COMMENCES
DEBUT DE PERIODE

PERIODE
MONITEURS D l
PERIODE

STR1BUES

A

POUR

MONITOR NUMBER

A

COMMENTSPERIODC

OBSERVATIONS

SENIE

CHANGE IN REOUIREMEN TS - CHANGEMENT DANS LES APPR OVIS O N N :MENTS

B
NEW MONITOR TOTAL
(CONTROL INCLUDED)

C

SURNAME
NOM DE FAMILL.E

GIVEN NAMES
PRENOMS

BIRTH - N A I I l A N C I
EXT.

D./J.

M.

Y./A.

SEX

DEOUIS

t
J

SOCIAL INSURANCE
NUMIIN
N ° D ' A I I U H . IOCIALE

JOB
PREVIOUS OROUP

CLASS,
EMPLOI

I'V)

CROUPC M ^ C C b K N T

- 86INS! RUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

•-I Ivy «;|)C( i l i c i l im(iviifiinf nmy (>« •"

s pononn«.

rBDhl*.
m ditnt la
|>o«i<t<>
N.B.

l.ot tint} <:oinr>>"tfl f u r l C in fulf.

omnlnt In Pflrtia C.
n.jinfiro fl'oHiimnce »ocl*i'p d'une par forma
p.j* Jn'iiifjiS, ta monltour t<ira traits comma
Diiiloii' pour vllHeur, at let (Jonn*ei r«cuelln »proni pni var<e<ti a un rjoiiler parmenant.
r,Mn6oi proven»ni de monltaurs utlHtai pouf

( nilurn to p r o v l d n nn Individual*!! Soclnl I n s i i r o n i o
N u i n l i " ! w i l l ri.<ijli in 1hi> m o n i t o r bnlntj r<?|u>rrod HI
H " v n i l t i f " m o n i t o r , w i t h no r u m i i i n t i v o rncitrHv
M o n i t o r * u•;>•<) fur iion-pot-lonnl m o n l t n r l t i g w i l l n o t
t«> M>POM(U1.

lni «oni Inrormctt. Oo §1 la paraonni a
onnflr la chnngnmant a Is ttction Obu>
'int rxfihcniion, pur ax amp la

rncip ns tnllows
1
h»n<< or n.<rt
4
Inft 'ont or teq
2
IHi h/jiui or arn
5
f'Qht foot of t«g
3 — 'iglit tmi»'l or aim
j, lr^iiivii'^i<ils no loiifi^r rni]uirinQ monItOrs snoufti ri^ (rt{lif.
timlnr irrn cornmrnt rolumn.
0. If monitors nrn noi iis«tJ, pli!..si> intl'cain HS not used In
conimnnt column t^'Sitin monitor number.

jamb* Ou piad gaucha

onntu ggi n'ont plui txtoln da monltaurs

5. L «•
iIO 1
6.

ii.

.•* mortltuuri nn ?ont pn_s utfdiAs, vsuillej I'lrtdiquai a la
inrnj ot'snrvHiioru A cOtA du numftro du monltaur.

PAHT B
Should h+; com|>lft"ri for any ihanrja^ (n roquiremnnt^.

PARTK: 6

PAHT C
Should fin comnlrMiw] in full for .nil nari»;5 that are not pre-

PART IT C
Cotto part
norm qui nn figurent psi ri&ii sur (« l)st«. L» pra*ant«tlon
du rensoltjnomnmv inconnDlnti peut empflchar una paraonna
ri'fttrp Inscnte BU Servica do doclmAtrie.

not being r>nro)lct1 onto thr> Dosimetry Servtco.

PART O
\r\1nrn
each ppriod to ensi

PARTIE D
Los rensoignemonts figurant dnnt catte laction %m rapportant
a I'otaT dv vos tronssciton* pour I'tnnia f inane la ra Indicjue*.
Les Totsux inscrits devraient 6tre ml) a lour A chaqua pfcrloda
nf in <ji)B \a focturation pour la^tervlce & la fin da I'ann4o
firtjincrVrn son e»»ct. Veulllei nous aviser par lattra da tout a
errour. s'il y a lieu.
Noter I OKpMcatiori donnoe
(s'npplrt^co f niQuBmont si u m nota rJ'ordiriAteur impfirn^a
figure a IB partle A sous observation*).
Note 1
Aucun moniteur d'assigna — salon noi dosiiart, f»
pononne en auaiilon »st en OOSWKIOO da d«ux
monif&urs do DTL. ou plui qui lut ont eta praalablament assignfes et qui n'orti pas at^ randut, ou dont
I'absenco n'a ps» ate axptiquee.
Note 2
Aucun moniteur d'asstgne — salon not dossiers, da«
monitours prealablement assign*! n'ont pas *ta r«ndut
a temps, ou aucun.* explication n'a eta fournle a propos do leur absence.

scQijent hilling
s by letter.

Mof? Explanation

Note 1

Mo monitor assigned tacausa our records Indicate
this individual has two or more TLD monitors
previously assigned which have not boon returned
or accounted for.

Note 2

No monitor assigned because our records indicate
previously assigned monitors not returned on time
or accounted for by letter.

trois semaines sur la date de chsngement pravua.

weeks after their scheriulpd change date.

JOB CLASSIFICATION
(List only one)
Administratea Office Staff
Olher
Medical an
Allied
Chiropractor
Demist
Denial HyQenist
Gynaecologist
Laboratory Technician
Medical Physicist
Nurse
Physician
Radiologfcul Technician (diagnostic)
Radiological Technician (therapeutic)
Radiologist (diagnostic)
Radiologist (therapeutic)
Veterinarian
Ward Aide or Orderly
Isotope Technician
Other
Dial Painter
Instructor
Instrument Technician
Laboratory Technician
Oil Logger
Radiography
Scientist and Engineer (field)
Scientist and Engineer (lab.l
Other
NucJoar Fuol Processors
Reactor Workers

2
4
10
11

25
12
13
14
15

16
17
IS
19
30
21

22
24

23
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

CLASSIFICATION DBS EMPLOIS
{tnscrlvsz un seul)
Administration

Employe de bureau
Autre

Medical at
Chiropratlclen
connaxa
Dentist©
Hygibnisxe don ta Ire
Gyn6cOroguo
Technicien do (o bo r mo ire
Physicien mftdical
Infirmiere
Medscln
Technicien en rddiologia (dlagnostiqu*)
Technicien en rtidiologie (therapta)
Radinfoglste (diagnostrque)
Radiologisto (tharapie)
Veterlnaire
Aide de salle ou Infirmlar auxlliaira
Technicien (isotopast
Autre
Peinira de codrans
IVon-m4dlca1
Instructeur
Technicien (imtrumantcf
Technician de laboratolre
Technicien (reperoge du patrole)
Technician en radlOBraphie
Homme de sclance at tngeniaur (Itinirant)
Homma eta sclance at fngenfaur <ltbor«toir*>
Autre
Pr6pos6s au trdltemant du combuttlbia nuclialra
Ouvrier* dei riacieurJ
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Saute fit Brori-etri; social Canada

SERVICE DE DOSIMETRE PAR
THERMOLUMINESCENCE (DTL)

THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETRY
(TLD) SERVICE
General:

Genetalites:

Radiation monitorinq films have been in use for many years.
While thoy have been considered adequate for most personnel
monitoring requirements, they do have limitations which hinder
further improvement in service. For example, they are non.
reusable, extremely energy dependent, they fade, and automatic
processing is limited. The TLD service we are introducing overcomes each of these limitations to a significant degree. That
therrnoluminescent dosimeters are relatively energy independent
and do '-,ot fade significantly means that accuracy of dose inter
preftion will increase. Because they are reusable ant! can be
processed automatically, quicker, more efficient service to the
subscriber will he possible. During readout the dosimeters emit
light which is converted to an elr< irical signal by a photomultiplier tune. This signal is a measure of the radiation exposure.
Identification and dose interpretation are automatic.

Les films servant a mnsurer les rayonnements sont utilises depui'. bon
nombre d'annees Bien qu'ils aient ete consideres comme adequate pour
la plupart des besoins eri matiere de dosimetrie du personnel, rls ont
cependant certoines caracteristiques qui tendent a limiter les amijliora
tions du service. Us sont, par exemple, non reutilisables, dependi-nt,
dans urif tres grande impure, d'unf? source d'enerqie quptconqu" i-t ani
v.mt, ii la lorujuij, a s'alterer, et les possibilrtes d'un traitement rjutoma
tiqup sont limitiws. Le service rie DTL que nous sommes en tram de
mettre suf pierl remedic, dans une grande mesure, a chacune de ces
lacunns. Le fait que les dosimetres thermoluminescents sont relativement
independants de I'energie de la radiation et ne peuvent s'alterer a un
drqre important permet d'obtenir une interpretation plus juste de la
doso recu. II sera pqalement possible de fournir un service plus efficace
el plus rapide aux abonnes, du fait que ces dosimetres sont reutilrsables
et se pretent a un traitement automatique. Pendant la lecture, ces
dosimetres emettent de la lumiere, laquelte est ensuite convertin en
signal electrique par un tube photomultiplicateur. Ce signal constitue
une mesure de I'exposition aux rayonnements. L'ldentification et
I'interprctation de la dose se font automatiquement.

Luminescence:
A process whereby an atom, molecule, or "centre" is excited to a
higher energy state with subsequent emission of light when it is
caused to decay to the ground state. Many materials are capable
of luminescence. Lithium Fluoride is perhaps most commonly
used for personnel dosimetry.

Luminescence:

Ce terme designe un processus ou un atome, une molecule ou un "centre" sont excites de maniere a atteindre un niveau energetique plus
eleve, avec emission subsequente de lumiere lorsqu'ils sont ramenes a
I'etat fondamental. Les materiaux qui possedent cette propriete sont
nombreux. Le fluorure de lithium est peut etre le materiau le plus
couramment utilise pour la dosimetrie du personnel.

Thermoluminescence:

Thermoluminescence:

The process whereby heat causes the emission of light from
an excited "centre".

Ce terme designe le processus oil la chaleur provoque remission de
lumiere a partir d'un "centre" excite.

TLD: Thermoluminescent Dosimeter (or Therrnoluminescence
Dosimetry depending on context)

DTL: Dosimetre thermoluminescent (ou dosimetrie par thermolumi
nescence, selon le contexte).

A device containing a luminescent material which when exposed
to radiation and subsequently heated, emits an amount of light
proportional to the radiation exposure.

Ce terme designe undispositif renfermant un materiau luminescent qui,
lorsqu'il est expose a des rayonnements et ensuite chauffe, emet de la
lumiere dont I'intensite est propositionnelle a I'exposition aux rayonnements.

Dosimeter Plaques:

Plaques de dosimetres:

A specific type of TLD which replaces the conventional film, and
is reusable. It must, therefore, be handled with care.

Ce terme designe un genre particulier de DTL qui remplace le film ordinaire et qui est reutilisable. II doit, par consequent, etre manipule
avec soin.

Radiosensitive Elements:

Elements sensible: aux rayonnements:

Two luminescent (e.g. Lithium Fluoride) chips contained in the
plaque. They are not radioactive.

II s'agit de deux plaquettes (de fluorure de lithium, par exemple) fixees
a la plaque. El les ne sont pas radioactrves.

Holder:

Boftier:

A tamper-proof two piece device to hold the plaque.

Ce terme designe un dispositif inviolable en deux morceaux el servant
a contenir la plaque.

Opening Tool:

Outil a ouvrir:

This is required tc remove a plaque from the holder once the
holder has been closed.

II s'agit d'un outil necessaire pour retirer une plaque du bottier une fois
que celui-ci a ete ferme.

Radiation Dosimetry Division
August 1976 (Rev.)

Division de la dosimetrie du personnel
le 16aoiit 1976 (rev.)
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A.

Terminology:
The dosimeter consists of an aluminum TLD plague and a
plaque holder. Each is an integral part of the
dosimeter. Both must be used together.
Holdar (Plaque Holder) - consists of a sleeve with
a clip and an insert.
Plaque (Dosimeter Plaque) - consists of an aluminum
plaque containing two radiation-sensitive elements,
numbered identification, and punched tape identification.
Dosimeter - consists of a plaque in a plaque holder.
1.

Dosimeter Plaque
The dosimeter plaque consists of an aluminum planchet
with a printed label, binary-coded tape for identification, and a pair of LiF-100 chips, (the radiationsensitive elements). Each dosimeter is uniquely and

(HPB-7611 Rev. March/77)
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permanently numbered with a "numeric identification
label" for visual identification by the subscriber
and by a "binary-coded punched tape" for automated
identification. The pair of chips are each 1/8"
square but differ in thickness, one being 0.015"
and the other 0.035". The thickness differences
combined with the aluminum foils in the holder
serve to provide a means of differentiating body
and skin doses. One corner of the dosimeter plaque
is removed to ensure proper orientation in the
holder and in the read-out instrument. NO ATTEMPTS
SHOULD BE MADE TO REMOVE THE TAPE OR THE CHIPS.
The plaque number which appears on the label is to
be used only as a means of identifying individual
dosimeter plaques.
It bears no personal significance to the w e a r e r , other than being his assigned
dosimeter plaque for the current wearing period, and
contains n o encoded wearing period information. It
is highly unlikely that an individual will wear the
same dosimeter plaque in subsequent monitoring
periods. Please do not enscribe any further identification or markings on the plaque.
2.

Holder
The holder is designed to reduce the incidence of
contamination of dosimeter plaques and to provide
a relatively tamper-proof system by being completely
closed. The holder is in two p a r t s , an outer sleeve
and an insert.
The insert has a recessed area designed to accept the
plaque in only one position. There is an e m b o s s ment on the insert indicating the correct orientation
for insertion in the outer sleeve.
The outer section of the holder has the following
features: a wearing clip affixed to the holder back;
a transparent window through which the plaque identification is visible when the insert is correctly
inserted; two aluminum foils for penetrating dose
estimation (one each on the front and back positioned
directly over the thick c h i p ) ; and two holes in the
back for insertion of the unlocking tool pins. When
the dosimeter is properly assembled, the identification
number is clearly visible through the transparent
holder window.
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3.

Opening Tool
The opening tool is the mechanism used to unlock
the holder insert from the sleeve into which it is
placed. The pins of the opening tool are inserted
into the two holes in the holder back and slight
pressure is applied with a rocking motion. This
action depresses the locking tabs allowing withdrawal of the insert containing the dosimeter
plaque. The exact opening operation is illustrated
by the following diagrams and is explained as
follows:

OPENER

i)

ii)

Insert the pins of the opening tool into the two
small holes in the holder back so that the
opening tool surrounds the clip.
Grasp the combination between the thumb and forefinger on each hand, with the thumbs in contact
with the opening tool.

iii)

Apply slight pressure with the thumbs and rock the
opening tool forward and back once or twice. This
has the action of depressing the locking tabs and
pushing the insert out slightly.

iv)

Remove the opening tool, turn badge over so that
the front is now up and pull the insert out of the
sleeve.

v)

Remove the dosimeter plaque by pushing throxigh the
bottom of the hole in the insert.

iv)

To load the dosimeter, place the plaque into the
insert, and slide the insert into the sleeve
ensuring that the identification faces the front.
Check window for identification number.
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B.

Wearing Periods:
Each dosimeter should be worn for the specified wearing
period. Wearing periods commence on 1st or 15th of the
month. See your specific name list for change dates.

C.

Group Identification:
Each group is identified by a group number along with a
prefix code to identify the series of the group. Please
refer to this complete group number in any correspondence
with respect to the TLD monitoring service, e.g. (A)1234.

D.

Holder Identification:
The Radiation Dosimetry Division will supply those groups
requesting them,, with approved labels for user identification purposes. These are to be affixed to the hoi Her
in only one of two places. Any other positions may be
detrimental to correct dose interpretation, while other
means of inscription may cause damage to the holder for
which the group will be charged. The approved locations
are indicated in the drawings of the holder components
(see page 1).

E.

Plaque Identification:
Thare is no provision for enscribing an individual's name
on the dosimeter plaque. Thus, once the plaque has been
placed in the holder the wearer can identify it by the
label affixed to the holder or by reference to the name
list and the dosimeter number visible through the
transparent window in the holder.
It is, therefore, important that the name list be maintained and updated whenever a film is assigned so that
it confirms the dosimeter wearer.
Name lists must be returned with the corresponding
dosimeter plaques at the end of the scheduled wearing
period. A photo-copy of the name list should be kept for
a group's records.
Any returned dosimeter plaque must be properly identified
or it will be reported as "VISITOR" and no accumulated
dose records kept. Proper identification consists of one
of the following:
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i)
ii)
iii)

F.

A pre-printed name on the name list.
A hand-entered name beside the plaque number and
Part C of the name list fully completed.
NOT USED entered beside the plaque number for any
plaques which are not assigned or if pre-assigned,
are not used.

Wearing Position:
Each personal body dosimeter must be worn at the chest
or waist position. If applicable, it should be worn
under the lead apron. If required, additional separate
dosimeters may be used for extremity monitoring outside
lead aprons.

G.

Storage of Dosimeters (Control Dosimeter where i s s u e d ) .
The purpose of the control dosimeter is to detect and
measure any exposure of the personal dosimeter plaques
during transit to and from a group (i.e. in the mail)
and while in storage at a group where there is high
background radiation.
All plaques should be kept in the mailing box and stored
until the scheduled change date. Avoid any direct
exposure of the plaques to light or a dusty environment
while they are outside the holder. Once in the h o l d e r ,
they should be stored along with the control dosimeter
when they are not being worn (i.e. before commencement
of the scheduled period, overnight, w e e k e n d s , e t c . ) .
The control dosimeter must NOT be used as a personal
dosimeter except for emergency situations. It m u s t N O T
be used as a test or area dosimeter.

H.

Name List:
Enclosed with your dosimeters each period will be a
corresponding period name list, containing an alphabetical listing of the current individuals for your group
and their assigned plaque number for that period. Plaques
should be issued as outlined in the name list instructions.
As they do not carry an individual's personal identification,
it is very important that the name list indicate the wearer
o f the dosimeter and that "Part C" of the name list be
correctly completed when the wearers name is not p r e printed on the name list.
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Each period when issuing plaques, Section A should be
reviewed and updated if necessary. Parts B and C need
only be completed when applicable.
Retain a copy of each returned name list as the originals
are not kept by the Radiation Dosimetry Division after
processing.
I.

Return of Plaques:
1.

Normal processing and reporting
Plaques should only be used for their scheduled period.
They all should be returned together with their
completed name list at the end of the scheduled period
(1st or 15th), whether or not they have been used. If
all plaques cannot be returned together, return your
groups name list with your first shipment of plaques
so that corrections may be made if applicable.
The plaques should be secured with elastic bands, then
placed in the specially designed return box with the
pre-printed RPB address clearly visible on the front
of the box, and the tox flap sealed with the "FILMS Handle with Care" label. For quick identification of
your plaques or. their receipt in Ottawa, please enter
your group number on the outside of the box, in the
designated area. Your cooperation in this regard will
help us provide you with quicker service-

2.

Emergency processing and reporting
Any plaques which require immediate processing and
reporting should be forwarded by registered air mail
along with an explanatory letter, to the following
address:
Radiation Dosimetry Division
Department of National Health and Welfare
Radiation Protection Bureau
Brookfield Road
OTTAWA, Ontario
K1A 1C1
A detailed report explaining the full details of the
exposure situation and significance should be forwarded
as soon as possible after returning the dosimeters.

J.

Changes in Plaque and/or Holder Requirements:
Each period your current plaque total will be printed
on your name list. If changes in the plaque and/or
holder totals are required, please complete Section B.
Ensure you include the control plaque in any stated
plaque total. If previous letters, telephone calls,
etc., have been forwarded requesting changes in
requirements, the new totals should be verified in
Section B in the subsequent name list.

K.

Changes in Addresses:
Changes or corrections of addresses should be made by
letter. Please identify your group number and provide
a complete address including suite number if applicable
and postal code number.
Cancellation of Service:
All requests for cancellation of service must be made
by letter. Please identify your group code number to
ensure correct actioning.
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Quarterly

Trimestrial

Radiation

X-Gamma-Beta
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(T.TIMATI
IT

i';nals
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, !

P^.Tu ^

'

ADAMS
BAKER

0778 i 000363
0778 ! 000463

0778 ; 000246 i CONNORS
' 0778 : 000555 i CONNORS
•

'

0778

i

000023 j FRANKS

A.B.
B.C. !
!
P.M. j

, An

I i '
50
50
50
100

P.M.;* j EXT

'
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,
50
I
50
i 100

100 . 200

100 i
100 i
100 |
150 j
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• 100
* 100
250
300
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II I
I . i

Ii I

R.S. . I

' A 5

i

4220
4220
4840
10400
ai
4220
4220
12500
4840
' ABOVE RECORD EXCEEDS RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM PERMjSSIBLE QUARTER _Y|QOSL '
K.M.

i 0778 i 000789 ! JONES

I

* i

I

I

I

MM

I

MM
Mil

: 0778 ,' 000145 i SMITH
A.M.
0778 ' 000860 i THOMPSON P.E.

2800
2800
6800 ! 16500
: 2800 ! 2800
7200 j 18650
ABOVE RECOPlD EXCEEDS RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM PERM SSI8LE JQUARTER
0178 !000659

ZNAICHKOWSK*
P.M.

150

I-

150

2550

40
40

40
40

' 0778 ' 000848 ' VISITOR
40
40

i 0778 • 000793
VISITOR
1
!
!
i 0178 i 000444 ! Not Used
0778 i 000381

40
40

Not Used
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! II
I II
I
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A)
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Ib)

Current period i;stim;jti?d dose {mr«m).

(6)

Cumuldtive doii: (oi curiont quarter (mu.-m).

(7)

Cumulative dobt.1 1oi current yuar (rnruin).

(8)

Cumulative aose to date from RPB tecinds. An asterisk indicates oiher records included and/or avetlable.
BODY
SKIM
WARNING SIGNALS
Qudc (er
3000 miem
15,000 mrem
Year
5000 mrem
30,000 mrcm

(9)

Quditer
Year

HEAD
8000 miem
15,000 mrem

'.W.

EXTREMITIES
l)i m mi i;m
/'.. D'ltj miem

Unusual occuiiLnce indicated.
'.
?.
3.
4.
b.

Monitor CoiiT^niinoted
Control Monnoi Exposed
Faulty Huldiii
Foil Irrtagi; Ausi;nt
Monitor Onrnacji.'d

G.
7.
3.
9.
A.

Late Monitcji
Non-Personal
Theimal Neutron Expusufe Included
IMon-Unifoim
Chip Missing.

NUMERO DE
COLONNE
EXPLICATION (par le numero des colonnesl
(1)

Un numeVo d'identrfication de dix chiff.es dont les deux premiers indiquent la pe'riode, les deux suivants,
1'annpe et les six derniers, le numero de serie du moniteur.

(2)

Nom au complet et initiales (les surnoms _.nt abreges par un asterique s'il y a plus de onze lettres).

(3)

L'asterique indique que la personne est presentement active dans plus qu'un groupt. Les totauxsont
cumulatifs.

(4)

A moins d'indicauon contraire dans ccue colonne, la premiere ligne des donnees indique la dose corpoielle
estimee et la seconde, la doss a la peau estimee. Les autres doses estime'es seront indiquees dans cette
colonne comme suit: HD/TT (dose a la tete), EXT 2 (main et bras droits). EXT 3 (main et bras gauches,
EXT 4 (pied et lambe droits), ou EXT 5 (pied et jambe gauches).

(5)

Dose estimee a la periode courante (mrem).

(6)

Dose cumulative du trimestre courant (mrem)

(7)

Dose cumulative de I'annee courante (mrem).

(8)

Dose cumulative, a ce iour, obtenues des dossiers du B.R. Un aste'rique indique les autres donnees incluset ou
disponibles.

(9)

SIGNAUX D'ALERTEtrimestre
annee
trimestre
annee

CORPS
3000 mrem
5000 mrem

PEAU
15 000 mrem
30 000 mrem

TETE
8000 mrem

EXTREMITES
38 000 mrem
75 000 mrem

15000 mrem

Anomalies indiquees
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Moniteur contamine
Mon'*iur decontrole expose
Porte-momumr deiectueux
Image-tiltre absentc
Mont Icur endommage

6.
7.
8.
9.
A.

Moniteur en retard
Non personnel
Exposition a des neutrons thermiques incluse
Moniteur sans umformite
DTL ogare
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(a)

What is Thermoluminescence?
In a medium, atoms, molecules or "centres" (an aggregate of foreign atoms or defects in
crystals) reside in discrete energy levels. The band of allowed energies corresponding to
the state in which an electron is still attached to the atom or the molecules is called the
valence band and the band of allowed energies corresponding to the free state in which an
electron can migrate through a medium is known as the conduction band. Energy levels in
the conduction band are higher than those in the valence band.
When an electron or ion makes a transition from a higher to a lower energy state either
within the same band or from the conduction to the valence band part of the energy
difference between the two levels is often emitted as light. Once an electron has been
raised from its lowest po'.jible energy level E
E

to an excited level E*, transition from E* to

is normally spontaneous, and is accompanied by the emission of a quantum of energy (E*-

and wavelength X = F^

r

" o

where "h" the Planck's constant is 6.62 x 10"
fl

and "c", the velocity of light in vacuum is 3.0 x 10

erg. sec,

meters per second. However,

between the conduction and the valence band of materials, there exists a metastable
(forbidden transition) band of energies E*

. Spontaneous transition from the forbidden

bands is not possible. Electrons or ions which fall into such a band are "trapped", and the
energy of the "trapped" electrons or ions remains stored in the material. Only when a
substance containing "trapped" electrons or ions is supplied with sufficient external
energy, will the "trapped" electrons jump to the conduction band and then spontaneously
emit light by falling into a lower energy state. Thus, absorption by the trapped electrons
of a smaller amount of energy (E*-E
energy (E*-E ), since E*

*) leads to the emision of a quantum of higher

is higher than E . When the external source of energy to the

"trapped" electrons or ions in a medium is provided by a source of heat, the light emission
is called thermoluminescence.
Thermoluminescence may, therefore, be defined as the process of transformation of
energy stored in the medium-to-light, by the application of heat. The energy stored in the
medium is released forever, once thermoluminescence has been completed.
Naturally occurring imperfect crystals such as calcium fluoride and artificially produced
crystals doped with foreign atoms contain forbidden energy levels and "traps" for
electrons and ions. When such materials are exposed to ionizing radiation, some of the
electrons made free inside the medium by the process of ionization are trapped in the

- 100 metastable forbidden band at energy level E * . Measurement of the number of these
"trapped" electrons released by heating, provides a method for the measurement of the
energy stored in a medium. When the amount of energy stored is proportional to the
amount of energy absorbed, a measurement of thermolurninescent light yields a method
for measurement of the radiation dose absorbed by the medium.
When (E*-E

*) is greater than 1 electron volt, random thermal fluctuations of room

temperature are not likely to liberate the trapped electrons, and the material is said to
exhibit low fading characteristics.

(b)

Glow Curve
In thermoluminescence, the electrons trapped in the centres are released by heating. The
total output of light is a measure of the stored energy in the material. The luminescence
brightness during the heating process depends on the rate of heating. For a slow rate of
heating, the luminescence distribution with temperature has a broad base; if the heating
rate is f ast, the luminescence has a sharp peak and a narrow base. In each case the total
area under the temperature vs luminescence graph is a measure of the total energy stored
in trie material. The curve of light output vs temperature is called the "glow curve".
An electron requiring energy E to free it from an "electron trap" is said to be at depth E
below the conduction band. If an electron, freed by heating from a trap of depth E, is not
re-trapped, the probability per unit time of ejection of the electron from the trap is

(1)
where S is a parameter which has the dimension of frequency and depends on the
properties of the material, K is the Boltzman const., and T is the absolute temperature.
The intensity, I, of thermoluminescence is equal to the rate of escape 20- of the electrons
from the traps, and is thus
r->

r

dn

_

f-E

(2)

where T\ is the number of trapped electrons.
If the heating rate is constant i.e., -yr= fi - constant, then it can be shown (see page 132
of reference 3), that

I T - nQS exp (|tf exp| ^ - S exp <*)

dTj

(3)

where T is the initial temperature, I - is the intensity of luminescence at temperature T,
and nQ is the number of electrons that were initially trapped. The area under the glow

- 101curve, i.e., the graphical representation of I T against T, \z proportional to n , and since it
is also proportional to the total output of light, the integral value of the PM tube current
is a measure of the radiation dose registered by the material.
It is to be noted that there may be many values for the trap depth E, and thus a glow
curve may have many peaks and is a resultant of many superimposed curves. For this
reason, instead of directly measuring the area under a glow curve or its peak height, the
integral photomultiplier current is generally utilized as a measure of the dose.
A typical glow curve of LiF (TLD-100) has five peaks (see page 39 of reference 4) which at
room temperature decay with approximate half-lives of 5 minutes, 10 hours, 0.5 years, 7
years and 80 years, respectively. It is to be noted that peaks 4 and 5 are therefore
suitable for personnel dosimetry. For consistent evaluation of dose, short-lived peaks
should be eliminated by annealing prior to readout of irradiated dosimeters.
The emission spectrum of TLD-100 has a broad distribution which peaks at about 4000°A.
Photomultiplier tubes are specially selected to match and measure this type of light. The
characteristics of the PM envelope and its cathode are the items of importance. PM
tubes with an S-ll response, match the emission spectrum of TLD-100.
The shape and size of a glow curve depend upon many factors, including the heating rate
and its uniformity, the conductivity, the size and shape of the phosphor, the quality of the
incident radiation, the radiation and annealing history of the sample, the level of
exposure, the characteristics of the recording instruments, the composition of the TL
material, etc. This emphasizes the care with which a TL material must be treated for
personnel dosimetry purposes.
(c)

Mechanism of Dose Retention
When any material, including a thermoluminescent material, is exposed to ionizing
radiation, electrons are liberated. In materials which contain trapping centres because
of lattice imperfections, some of the electrons are trapped. When the number of trapping
centres available is very large compared to the number of electrons produced, a
significant fraction of the electrons will be trapped, and will be proportional to the
number of ions created. Thus, if W ergs is the average energy required to produce an ion
pair (ion + electron) in a medium, and if N ions are produced per gramme of the material,
then the amount of energy absorbed per gramme is WN eL^'

'- e v O'Ol WN rads of

absorbed dose. If the fraction of ions trapped per gramme be f , then 0.01 f WN rads
will be trapped in the trapping centres, and when the trap depths are greater than 1 eV the
irradiated material will retain a dose of 0.01 f WN rads. If for a given material, absolute

- 102values of f , W and N, can be measured for a given type of radiation, the material can be
used as an absolute dosimeter for that type of radiation. In practice accurate
determination of f , W and N in a solid thermoluminescent material is not feasible
because such values may change from sample to sample. Hence the stored energy and the
absorbed dose are determined through a suitable calibration process.
(d)

Response to Various Types of Radiation
Any radiation that is capable of producing ionization in a thermoluminescent material,
will deposit in the medium a certain fraction of its energy. Thus X-rays and gamma rays
by virtue of their photoelectric, compton, and pair production effects, are detected by a
thermoluminescent material. Electrons, positrons and heavy charged particles lose energy
primarily through ionization and bremsstrahalung and thermoluminescent materials also
respond to these types of radiation. Heavy charged particles have relatively short ranges
in most solid materials. For 10 MeV protons the range in water is only 1 mg/cm , and as
the thickness of the dead layer of skin is about 7 mg/cm , protons will not contribute any
dose to the tissue unless their energy is much higher. External monitoring of protons and
other charged particles is unnecessary, unless their energy is such as to have a range
greater than 7 mg/cm in tissue. Where such detection is necessary, more than one
thermoluminescent detector is required to determine separately the dose from heavy
charged particles and that from protons and electrons. This is necessary because the
Quality Factor of heavy charged particles is normally different. Neutrons lose energy in
matter through recoil nuclei from elastic scattering, through charged particles produced
in nuclear reactions, through gamma rays produced by capture of neutrons by nuclei, or
through inelastic scattering. Each of these processes are energy dependent and therefore
the response of a thermoluminescent material to neutrons is complicated, and to measure
energy absorbed, several detectors are necessary.
Lithium fluoride TLD-100 contains roughly 92.5 % of Li7 and 7.4 % of Li6. Cameron et
(121
al
have reported that the response of thermoluminescent lithium fluoride TLD-700
(composed of 99.993 % pure Li isotope) is less than 0.5 percent of that of lithium fluoride
made from natural lithium. This is because of the enhanced response of Li to thermal
neutrons, and in fact dosimeters enriched in Li (TLD-600) are often used for estimation
of thermal neutron dose. To determine the response of TLD-100 (composed from natural
lithium fluoride) to beta and gamma rays alone, two dosimeters, one with "TLD-100 and
the other with TLD-600 and TLD-700 should be used, when exposure to thermal neutrons

-103is possible. If fast neutrons are also present, additional shielded detector chips in which
the incident thermal neutrons are filtered out are required.
The RPB dosimeter is intended for measuring dose only from X-rays, gamma photons, and
electrons for the whole body and skin. Uncertainties in dose estimation due to exposure
to mixed radiation are minimized because very few of the users are simultaneously
exposed to beta, gamma and other types of radiation. Special dosimeters are provided in
such cases. Cameron et al (see page 17 of Reference 5) have estimated that "on the basis
of energy absorbed, thermal neutrons produce about one-seventh the amount of thermoluminescence produced by gamma rays in TLD Type 100". Thus, if the thermal neutron
dose is known from seperate dosimeters, appropriate corrections can be made to the light
outputs of the beta-gamma dosimeters.
(e)

Energy Dependence
As the RPB dosimeter is a beta-gamma dosimeter, energy dependence for these types of
radiation only, will be discussed. The primary cause for the changing response of a TL
material with energy is the fact that the fraction of the incident energy absorbed by a
material, changes with the energy of the incident photons or electrons. At low photon
energies, photoelectric absorption is the predominant process, and since it is dependent on
the atomic number of an element or the effective atomic number of a compound, the
relative amount of energy absorbed at a given energy is much higher for high Z materials.
For electrons the energy loss in MeV is largely dependent on Z/A.
The response per roentgen exposure at different energies is generally taken as a measure
of the energy response. Thus, a dosimeter is said to have a good energy response if its
response per roentgen varies very little with the energy of the incident radiation; the
response is poor if the variation is large.
Since the amount of energy absorbed per roentgen refers to energy absorbed in air, whose
effective atomic number is approximately 7.64, materials with an effective atomic
number close to that of air will have a good energy response. The effective atomic
number of lithium fluoride is 7.4; therefore it has a good energy response. It registers
dose uniformly over a broad spectrum of energy.
Energy response curves can be either estimated theoretically or determined experimentally. The theoretical energy dependence of lithium fluoride with reference to tissue is
discussed in Appendix I, and Tables A . I and A.4. Experimentally measured values as
Q

determined by Jones , are shown in Figure 1, and for beta particles in Tables A.4. It will
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fluoride with respect to tissue are within +- 20 % of the snergy range 0.03 to 1.25 MeV.
(f)

Physical Forms of Thermoluminescent Materials
Thermoluminescent materials are available in various forms, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. These are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
(i)

Crystals and Chips
Some thermoluminescent materials occur in nature in crystalline form and may be
used for routine dosimetric purposes, provided their dosimetric qualities are
commensurate with requirements for personal dosimeters. Other crystals are
fabricated in laboratories.
Calcium fluoride, in its natural form or doped with manganese demonstrates a high
energy dependence because of its relatively higher effective atomic number; it also
shows a higher rate of fading.
Manganese activated calcium sulphate is highly sensitive to ultraviolet light, but it
can measure as low as 5 microroentgens of CO

gamma radiation with a standard

deviation of about ten percent. It also shows a high energy response because of its
high effective atomic number. The rate of fading of stored energy is again high.
Pure lithium fluoride is thermoluminescent only at extremely low temperatures.
Artificially introduced impurities make this material thermoluminescent at higher
temperatures.
Lithium borate, doped with manganese is thermoluminescent and since it has a low
effective atomic number, it is a good material for personnel dosimetry.
Crystals with high atomic numbers are not suitable for dosimetric applications
where exposure to mixed radiations is frequent, because of their poor energy
dependence. Generally speaking, naturally occurring crystals vary tremendously in
sensitivity. For this reason, laboratory-made crystals are superior to natural
crystals, although some variation may exist from batch to batch.
(ii)

Powder
Thermoluminescent materials in powder form have the same basic physical
properties as crystals, but absorption and storage of mechanical energy from
shaking or exposure to vibration are higher. Powdered TL material response per
unit weight is rather uniform, and the relative sensitivity is slightly higher because
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used in any shape by being enclosed in tubes, discs, spheres, cubes, etc. However,
for large-scale dosimetry, weighing and dispensing of powders is time-consuming.
Material in this form is more useful for accurate laboratory determinations of
dose, rather than for routine personnel dosimetry.
(iii)

Embedded Materials
In order to eliminate difficulties in handling, while retaining a thin layer form,
powder materials may be embedded teflon discs. However, some interference from
teflon is encountered in the generation of thermoluminescence.

(iv)

Prepackaged Materials
Prepackaged materials are available in the form of powder or chips, loaded into
glass containers of various shapes. Material in this form is easy to handle, yields
better reproducibility and suffers less from non-radiation produced thermoluminescence. However, it suffers from greater directional energy dependence
because of the shape of the container, breakage during general use, and inconvenience in wearing.

(v)

Extruded Rods and Chips
In order to eliminate the difficulties encountered in working with powdered
thermoluminescent materials, the powdered material can be compressed at high
temperature and drawn out in the form of rods, needles, or slabs. The slabs are cut
into a number of chips. Rods and needles generally provide less surface area during
the heating process and suffer from greater directional dependency than thin slabs
or chips. For this reason, chips produce more consistent results than rods and
needles. Variation in the response of rods and chips, from batch to batch, is
minimized by very rigid control and manufacturing techniques. Thermoluminescent
material in the form of chips is very suitable for large-scale routine personnel
dosimetry, because of ease of handling, re-usability, reduced non-radiation induced
thermoluminescence, and requirements of a comparatively simple heating system.
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APPENDIX IV
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Absolute Temperature; Temperature reckoned from the absolute zero, which is equal to
-273.16°C. Thus, a temperature 9°A (absolute scale) is equal to (-273.16 + 6)°C and
in the absolute scale 0°C is equal to +273.16°A.
Absorption Coefficient: Fractional decrease in the intensity of radiation per unit thickness
(linear absorption coefficient), per unit mass (mass absorption coefficient) or per
atom (atomic absorption coefficient) of absorber, due to deposition of energy in the
absorber.
Action Level; The dose-level that is used as an indicator for inaugurating effective action
toward the reduction of occupational exposures. The action level is l/10th of the
recommended maximum permissible dose(s) as specified in HPB 7583 (6-74).
ADC: Abbreviation for Analogue to Digital Conversion.
Analogue Computer: A device that solves problems by physical analogy, and uses electrical
equivalent circuits as an analogy for the physical phenomenon being investigated.
Physical quantities are represented by voltages. Arbitrary scale factors relate voltages
in the computer to the variables in the problems being solved.
Annealing: A process by which the temperature of a substance is made to follow controlled
values, ultimately returning the substance to the original temperature.
Anomalies: Unusual occurrences in relation to the performance, appearance or status of
the monitor, one or all of which may affect its interpretation.
Anvil: A piece of electrically heated copper which automatically contacts the irradiated
thermoluminescent material to raise its temperature to a predetermined level for
a set period of time.
Atomic Number: The number (Z) of protons within the atomic nucleus. The electrical charge
of these protons determines the number and arrangement of the electrons of the atom,
and thereby the physical and chemical properties of the atom (element).
Atomic Weight: The relative weight of the atom on the basis of the carbon atom as 12.
Background: Thermoluminescent output corresponding to non-occupational exposures, generally
caused by exposure to cosmic radiation and radioactivity of building materials. Such
an output is present even in the absence of radiation sources used in relation to an
occupation.

-1 1 0 i.ieta Radiation: Energy in the form of charged particles emitted from the nucleus of a
radioactive atom, each particle having a mass and charge equal in magnitude to those
of electrons.
Binary: A counting system that uses the numeral 2 as its base.
Oiological Dose: Dose impaired to biological matter, such as muscle, bone, skin, fat, organs,
etc. Thus, tissue-dose, organ-dose, whole-body-dose are all biological doses. (See
Dose).
Black Body Radiations: If, for all values of the wavelength of the incident radiant energy,
all of the energy is absorbed, the body is called a black body. Radiative emission
from such a body is called black body radiation.
Body Dose: Dose imparted to the mass of the body underlying the skin (See Dose).
Boitzman Constant: Generally denoted by "K", is a constant that is used to express the
pressure exerted by an enclosed volume of gas in terms of the number of molecules
per1 unit volume and the absolute temperature cf the gas. The value of
K = 1.3805 x 10~ 16 erg degree' 1 .
i tone Dose: Dose imparted to bone (See Dose).
Bremsstrahlung: Photon emissions produced by deceleration of charged particles passing
through matter.
Calibration Source: A source of radiation whose output at any distance from it is known.
Cavity Ion Chamber: A chamber so designed as to produce the same number of electrons
crossing per unit area inside the chamber volume as the number of electrons crossing
per unit area of the wall material of the chamber. It is designed for determining
ionization in solid materials.
Che mi luminescence: Luminescence produced by release of energy during chemical reactions.
(See Luminescence).
Chip: A piece of thermoluminescent lithium fluoride, in the form of a thin slab, that is used
as a detector for monitoring radiation doses.
Coulomb: A unit to express quantity of electric charge. It is equal to 10"
Q

cgs units or 2.998 x 10

electromagnetic

1Q

electrostatic cgs units or 6.281 x 10

electronic charges.

Control Dosimeter: The dosimeter, not assigned to an employee, pre-identified on the Name
List as "control", and that is used by a group to ascertain background radiation.
CPU: Abbreviation for Central Processing Unit, which is one of the main components of the
computer hardware and is controlled by a specially designed microprocessor.
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indium, cadmium, and sulphur, to determine gamma, beta, and neutron doses received
by personnel working in reactors or other establishments where there is a risk of a
critical excursion.
Cumulative Dose: Dose accumulated by a person over a period of time and which includes
contributions from internal and external exposures (See Dose).
Current Period Dose: Reported dose for a dosimeter that was issued to a person during the
specified period. Thus, if a dosimeter issued for the period 22/78 is returned late,
and the dose is reported during the period say 12/79, the current dose corresponding
to the dosimeter refers to the dose for the period 22/78. The reported dose is included
in the current quarter and year for 1978, not for 1979.
Current Quarter Dose: Reported cumulative dose for the dosimeters that were issued to
a person for use during the specified quarter and were returned and evaluated during
that quarter. Late monitor doses may not be included in the current quarter dose.
Current Year Dose: Reported cumulative dose for the dosimeters that were issued to a person
for use during the specified year.
Data Base: A term used in computer terminology denoting an organized collection of information residing on a mass-storage device attached to a Computer System.
Density: Mass per unit volume usually expressed as grams per cubic centimeter or kilograms
per cubic meter.
Detector: A device or material that interacts with incident radiation and produces a signal
directly or can be made to produce a signal that is proportional to the magnitude
of the energy deposition or some other characteristic of the incident radiation.
Digital Computer: A computer which solves problems through arithmetical operations on
numbers comprised of digits, which generally represent physical quantities according
to an established machine code.
Dose: The term dose in an abbreviation for absorbed dose, which is defined as the amount
of energy imparted by ionizing radiation or particles per unit mass of irradiated material
at the place of interest.
Dose Equivalent: Quantity that transforms all radiations to a common scale for calculating
the effective absorbed dose. It is defined as the product of the absorbed dose in rads
and certain modifying factors. The unit of dose equivalent is the rem.
Dosimeter: A device consisting of the monitor, the sleeve and the holder, identified by the
monitor number. A monitor will not be issued to the same person each period.
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Diagnostic Radiation; Radiation that is used for diagnosis of maladies.
Duplex: A system of automatic or teletypewriter telegraph service in which two messages
may be transmitted simultaneously over the same line.
Effective Atomic Number: The effective atomic number Z „ of a compound or mixture
is given by the relation:
Z 77N
_ Z.NL + Z
N, + Z,N, +

where N,, NL, N , ... are the numbers of atoms of atomic numbers Z , . Z«, Z,,
reflectively in the compound.
Electromagnetic Radiation: A Combination of rapidly alternating electric and magnetic
fields that are mutually perpendicular to each other and propagate through space
Q

with the velocity of light (C = 3 x 10 meters/second). Energy associated with
these fields is exchanged between the electric and magnetic forms. The energy
content in a quantum of electromagnetic radiation can be expressed as E = trV ergs
27
where h is Planck's Constant (6.6255 x 10
erg sec) andv is the frequency of
radiation.
Electromagnetic radiation may be emitted both from the nucleus of the atom and
the extranuclear atomic configuration.
Electron Trap: Excess positive charge distribution inside a material which attracts free
electrons due to the presence of foreign materials or imperfections in the structure
of the material.
Electron: an elementary particle having a unit negative charge, a mass equal to 1 R , 7 of
_12
the hydrogen nucleus and a diameter approximately equal to 10
cm. The electric
charge is 4.803 x 10"

absolute electrostatic units. Every neutral atom contains

one or more electrons.
Electron-Hole: The space within a material from where an electron has been removed, thereby
leaving a deficiency of negative charge and therefore has the properties of a positively
charged space.
Electron-Volt: A unit of energy equivalent to the amount of energy gained by an electron
-12
in passing through a potential difference of one volt. It is equal to 1.6 x 10
ergs.
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Energy Dependence; The characteristic response of a radiation detector to a given range
or radiation energies or wavelengths as compared with the response of a standard
meter usually a standard free air chamber.
Energy dependence arises from the variation in the ratio of the mass-energy-absorption
coefficient of the detector material to some standard material.
Erg; A unit of energy in cgs units equal to the energy expended when a force of one dyne
acts through a distance of one centimeter.
Exposure; A measure of the ionization produced in air by X or gamma radiation. It is the
sum of the electrical charges on all ions of one sign produced in air, when all electrons
liberated by photons in a volume element of air are completely stopped in air, divided
by the mass of the air in the volume elements. The special unit of exposure is the
roentgen.
Exciton; The pair formed by an "electron" that is lifted from its ground state to an excited
state but is not liberated to the conduction band state, and the "hole" left by the
electron in the filled (valence) band state.
Movement of excitons through matter does not induce electrical conductivity in
the matter.
Extremity; A part of the human body, such as head, right arm and hand, left arm and hand,
right foot and leg, left foot and leg, that is monitored separately from the whole
body. An extremity monitor is indicated on the Name List and the Exposure Report,
by printing Ext 5, HD/TT, etc., in line with the name of the individual who had worn
the extremity monitor.
Extremity Dose; Dose measured by a dosimeter worn at an extremity. It should be
noted that the regulatory limits for whole body and extremity doses are
different.
Equilibrium Thickness; The depth below the surface of an absorber where maximum ionization
occurs when the absorber is exposed to photons (X-rays or gamma rays). Inside a
cavity at this depth, the number of electrons crossing per unit area in the cavity is
equal to the number of electrons per unit area in the solid surface separating the
cavity from the solid.
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or code is stored for retrieval on demand.
Filtration: The process of selective removal of radiation (photons or charged particles) from
the incident spectrum.
Fluorescence: The luminescent phenomenon, when the luminescence decays exponentially
with time, and the decay time is independent of temperature of the luminescent
material.
Gamma Radiation: Electromagnetic energy (photons) spontaneously emitted from the nucleus
of a radioactive atom.
Glow Curve: Graphical representation of light output of a thermoluminescent material RS
a function of temperature of the material.
Group: Stands for a set of dosimeter users and is identified by a specific number. It may
be a person, a department, a hospital, a company, etc.
Group Number: The code (specific number) assigned to a group to identify the group. It
contains an alphabetical character and a number. Thus A92345 represents a group
number.
Group Series: The prefixed alphabetical character in the group number denotes the series
of the group and allows identification of the type of service and the length of the
wearing period.
Hardware: The physical appliances or devices forming a computer and peripheral
equipment.
Holder: A sleeve with a clip and an insert. It is a part of the dosimeter.
Infrared: That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from 7.5 x 10" to 1.0 x 10" meter
wavelengths.
Insert: A component of the holder designed to accept the plaque in only one orientation.
Ion: An atom or group of atoms that is not electrically neutral, i.e., that carries a net
positive or negative electric charge.
Ionization: The process or the result of any process by which a neutral atom or molecule
acquires a charge either positive or negative. Generally, it refers to the process
of removing an electron from an atom or molecule.
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the area.
IOP:

Stands for Input/Output Processor. It is a part of the computer hardware.

Ionizing Radiation: Types of radiation such as gamma, X, beta, alpha, etc., that
directly produce ions.

Neutrons are therefore not considered as ionizing

radiation.
Joule; A unit of energy equal to 1 x 10 ergs.

3
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KeV; One kiloelectron volt which is equal to 10 eV or 1.6 x 10 ergs.
Life-Time Dose; The sum of occupational doses registered by dosimeters worn by an
individual up to the point of reckoning. In some cases it may also include dnse
estimates if monitors are not worn.
Luminescence: The phenomenon of emission of light by a substance as a result of
absorption of radiation of wavelength shorter than that of the emitted light. If
an electron or hole is trapped at a center from which an allowed transition is
available from the excited to the ground state, a photon may be emitted,
thereby producing the general phenomenon of luminescence.
Magazine: Structures designed to hold a number of monitors, and to facilitate, their bulk
loading into the TLD reader, their removal only one at a time to the readout position
in the reader, and their subsequent unloading, for reissue.
Mass-Energy-Absorption Coefficient: The mass energy-absorption coefficient, designated
by y

, is the mass energy-transfer coefficient corrected for bremsstrahlung
Gn

losses by the secondary Compton, photo, and pair electrons, and is expressed in
units of cm /gm.
Mass-Energy Transfer Coefficient; the fraction of incident energy diverted to secondary
charged particles, namely the Compton electrons, the photoelectrons, and the pair2
production electrons, in units of gm/cm .
Monitor: A plaque containing the two thermoluminescent chips, and bearing a six-digit
specific identification number, the unique serial number for the monitor.
MeV: One million electron volts, which is equal to 1.6 x 10" ergs.
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group and those returned.
MPE: Multi-Programming Executive - A powerful operating system of the computer.
Muscle: A body tissue having the approximate percentage composition of 10.2 hydrogen,
12.3 carbon, 3.5 nitrogen, 72.9 oxygen, 0.09 sodium, 0.02 magnesium, 0.2
phosphorous, 0.5 sulphur, 0.3 potassium, and 0.007 calcium.
Multiple Employer Signal; An asterick placed in column (3) of the radiation exposure
report, beside the name of the individual, indicating that monitors are used by
the individual, at more than one group. The cumulative totals shown for the
current quarter, this year, and to date, are inclusive of corresponding doses
registered by all the monitors which might have been concurrently used at the
same or different places of employment.
Multiplex; A system of automatic or teletypewriter telegraph service in which several
messages may be transmitted simultaneously over the same line.
Multiprogramming; A method which enables several related or unrelated programmes to
be carried out in a way so as to balance the system load and to meet response
and throughput requirements, by automatically directing operations to the program
which is currently highest in priority, thereby significantly increasing the overall
throughput of the system.
Neutron: An electrically neutral elementary particle of mass number 1, which is unstable
with respect to beta decay, and has a half-life of about 12 minutes. It is a
constituent particle of all nuclei of mass number greater than 1, and is capable
of producing nuclear transmutation and fission of thorium and uranium atoms,
but does not produce detectable primary ionization in its passage through matter.
It may, however, produce ionization through secondary reactions.
Neutron Dosimeter: A dosimeter that is worn to measure occupational doses from thermal
and fast neutrons. It consists of a holder, containing a special type of film
packet, and two cadmium foils. The fast neutrons (500 KeV to 15 MeV) release
protons by knock on collisions, and the proton tracks are registered on the
processed film. By calibration, the number of proton tracks is used as a measure
of the fast neutron dose. Gamma rays, produced by capture of thermal neutrons
in the cadmium foils darken the film, thus allowing estimation of the thermal
neutron dose.
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that is not subsequently assigned to a person. Such a situation is indicated by the
subscriber printing the words "NOT USED" in the comments column of the Name
List in line with the monitor number. It is reported as "NOT USED".
Organ: Components of the body such as, eyes, gonads, thyroid, heart, etc.
Organ Dose: Dose absorbed by an organ.
Overexposure: Exposures in excess of recommended limits, normally the regulatory
limits.
Period: The duration, i.e., the scheduled number of days including the first and the last
day on which the dosimeter is to be worn. The length of the period varies with
the Group series, as indicated on the Wearing Schedule for the year in question
and the Name List.
PMT: An electronic device called a Photomultiplier tube, which proportionately
increases the input signal, received as light photons into electrical signals.
Personnel Dosimeter: A dosimeter worn on the body or extremities of the body for
measuring occupational dose received by persons working with sources of ionizing
radiation.
Personnel Dosimetry Service: A service rendered for measurement of occupational
doses of radiation workers.
Phantom: A material structure that similates the human body or organs of the body,
insofar as radiation dosimetry is concerned with the determination of absorbed
dose.
Phosphorescence: A luminescent phenomenon in which the decay time of the light
emitted by a material subsequent to its exposure to external radiation, is dependent
on the temperature of the material.
Plaque: An aluminium sheet which is designed to hold the two pieces of thermoluminescent
materials (chips) used as detectors of whole body and skin doses, and which is
designed so that its identification number can be automatically read by machine(s).
The plaque is also referred to as the monitor.
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Quality Factor; The linear-energy-transfer dependent factor by which the absorbed dose
is multiplied to obtain (for radiation protection purposes) a quantity that expresses
on a common scale for all types of ionizing radiations, the biological effectiveness
of the absorbed dose.
Rad: A unit of absorbed dose equal to 100 ergs per gm or 0.01 joules per kilogram, in any
medium.
Radiation Worker: An individual who is exposed to ionizing radiation as a result of his
occupation.
Rem; A special unit of dose equivalent, and is numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads
multiplied by the quality factor, and any other necessary modifying factors.
Reference Number: A unique number which is assigned to a wearer of a personnel dosimeter,
to identify his/her dosimeter.
Regulatory Authority: The federal and/or provincial agency entrusted, under statutory regulalations, with the responsibility for ensuring the good health of radiation workers.
Roentgen: The quantity of X or gamma radiation such that the associated electrical charge
due to ionization in 0.001293 grams of standard air is equal to one electrostatic unit
of quantity of electricity of either sign, or 2.58 x 10

coulombs per kilogram of air.

It is also equivalent to 0.897 rads in air.
Scintillator: A scintillation counter, which is a combination of a phosphorescent detector,
a photomultiplier tube, and associated electronic circuits, for counting light emissions
produced in the phosphors by incident radiation.
Sensitivity: Response or output of a detector or system per unit input of radiation.
Serial Number: The unique six-digit number assigned to a plaque (monitor) for its identification (see plaque).
Signals: The symbols Q or Y in appropriate positions in column (9) of the exposure report
indicates an overexposure either for a single dosimeter or for a cumulative dose.
Skin Dose: Dose to the skin that includes the air dose and the dose due to backscatter. It
is measured by the thin chip of the dosimeter, and refers to dose absorbed in the 7
to 16 mg/cm thickness of the skin.
Soft-Ware: The totality of programs, such as compilers, narrators, routines, subroutines,
etc., used to maximize the capabilities of computers.
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dose, others produce instantaneous signals when exposed to radiation. Generally,
those materials that are capable of integrating and retaining the energy absorbed
are useful for personnel dosimetry.
Standard (Calibration) Monitor: A monitor that is exposed to a known amount of radiation
and whose output is used as a reference for evaluating doses recorded by monitors
exposed to unknown amounts of radiation.
Stopping Power: Energy absorbed per unit thickness of a material is called the stopping power
of the material. When measured in units of gm/cm , the stopping power is independent
of the density of a substance.
Test Monitor: A dosimeter other than a control that is used for recording non-occupational
doses. Such dosimeters are used for area monitoring, calibrating, leakage tests, etc.
They are NOT provided as part of the routine Dosimetry Service.
Tissue Equivalent Material: A material which simulates tissue material for the purpose of
radiobiological dosimetry, and has the same density, atomic number to atomic weight
ratio.
Thickness: Normally measured in meters or centimeters, but when measured in units of gm/cm ,
(depth x density) the energy loss per centimeter is independent of the density of the
material.
This Year: The dose reported under column eight of the exposure report includes all known
occupational doses for the individual, for the calendar year specified by the monitor
number.
Therapeutic Radiation: Radiation used for the purpose of medical thera^ •
Thermoluminescence: It is thermally accelerated phosphorescence. The total amount of
light produced on heating is proportional to the amount of energy stored in the
material and thus measurement of thermoluminescence provides a sensitive method
for measurement of absorbed dose.
Thermocouple: A device for measuring temperature, consisting of two junctions (couplings)
of two dissimilar metals. If each junction is maintained at a temperature different
from the other, an electric potential difference is generated between the two, which
is proport'onal to the temperature difference of two junctions. Thus, by measuring
the potential difference between the two junctions, the temperature of one junction
can be determined if the temperature of the other junction is known.
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charge.
Tray: An appliance which is divided into a number of compartments for holding ring dosimeters
separate from each other for convenience of physical handling and operation.
Triboluminescence: Luminescence caused by absorption of mechanical energy, such as shaking.
Ultraviolet Radiation: That segment of electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths between
-9
9
1 x 10 and 400 x 10 meters. It is not visible to the human eye.
Virtual Memory: A memory management scheme of the computer system which in addition
to the main memory (usually semiconductor) uses a secondary memory (usually disc
storage) to expand the memory space available to user programmes. As a programme
is executing, only those of its segments of code and data which are required at a particular
time actually reside in the main memory; the other related segments remain on disc
until they are required. When a particular information is needed, it is copied directly
to the main memory from the disc on which it resides. When a particular data segment
is no longer needed, it is automatically copied back to the system disc and the main
memory space of the segment is then available for other segments.
Visitor: Any user of the Dosimetry Service who is not fully identified. Cumulative dose records
are not maintained by RPB, but if a monitor exceeds a certain dose, a follow-up request
is made for full identification.
Videoterminal: A device, consisting of a keyboard and a video screen, which is used to transmit
messages to, and receive replies from the computer in a visible form, on a cathoderay tube screen.
X-Rays: Electromagnetic radiation that is emitted from outside of an atomic nucleus, and
has wavelength shorter than that of ultraviolet radiation.
Yearly Dose: Cumulative dose for one calendar year.
Whole Body Dose: Dose delivered to those body tissues that lie below the thickness of the
skin, and do not form part of the body extremities.
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Comparison of Dosimetric Qualities
of
TL Lithium Fluoride and Photographic Films
Thermoluminescent lithium fluoride has both advantages, and disadvantages compared
to photographic films, for personnel dosimetry. Essential aspects are tabulated below primarily
from the standpoint of large-scale routine personnel dosimetry, such as the RPB Dosimetry
Service.
TL Lithium Fluoride

Photographic Film

1. Tissue Equivalence and
Energy Response:

Effective Atomic Number is
close to that of air and tissue,
and therefore calibration in
roentgens for X-rays and
gamma rays allows estimation
of mrem values within a few
percent of tissue dose, over a
wide range of energy.

Effective Atomic Number is
appreciably different from
that of air, and response is
significantly more energy
dependent than for lithium
fluoride.

2. Response to Beta Rays
and Low Energy
Photons:

Same calibration factor as that
for gamma rays is valid within
- 20 % for photons, and
electrons up to 10 MeV energy.

The calibration factor varies
widely with energy.

3. Number of Detectors
required:

Two detectors, one for whole
body dose and the other for skin
dose, are generally satisfactory.

Response from more than
two areas of detectors is
necessary for energy
identification.

4. Mixed Radiation
Exposure:

Dose accuracy within + 20 %
for mixtures of electrons and
gamma rays generally
encountered in personnel
dosimetry.

Accuracy varies widely
depending on the composition
of the mixture.

5. Response to UV and
incandescent Light:

Small.

Very high.

6. Special Packaging:

Not important.

Very critical.

7. Size:

Small.

Larger sizes are required.

8. Dose Range:

Millirem to 10 rem. Accuracy
low for exposures less than 10
mrem.

Millirem to 10 rem.
Accuracy high for less than
10 mrem for diagnostic
X-rays, but low for Cs-137
gamma rays.

Parameters
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Independent of room
temperature and humidity.
Suitable for extended
monitoring periods up to one
year.

Half-life may be less than
one year at room
temperature and humidity.
Not suitable for extended
monitoring periods.

10. Dose Rate Dependence:

Negligible.

Negligible.

11. Reusability:

Can be reused many times.

Cannot be reused.

12. Linearity of Response:

Linear up to 10 rem.
Supralinear above 10^ rem.

Requires a film pack
containing more than one
type of film to maintain
linearity to 10-^ rem.

13. Retention of Dose
information after
Readout:

Not possible. Dose readout
data are retained from records
of registered dose.

Possible by careful storage of
processed films for many
years of storage time.

14. Diagnostic Information:

Limited with two detectors.

Possible with more than two
suitable filters over separate
areas of the same film.

15. Computer Interpretation of Dose:

Simple because of linearity
over the wide dose range.

Complicated because of nonlinearity of dose response
with energy of exposure.

16. Plaque Identification:

Automatic.

Not easily automated.

17. Dirt and Grease:

Sensitive.

Not sensitive.

18. Interference from
Tritium:

Small.

Large.

19. Useful Information.

Does not provide direct
information of contamination
by radioactive material.

Provides vivid information of
radioactive contamination
and guidance to good housekeeping.

20. Emergency Monitoring:

Dose readout possible within 15
minutes of receipt of plaque.

Dose readout possible within
several hours of receipt of
film.

21. Shipment by Mail:

Suitable for shipping and
receiving by mail.

Suitable for shipping and
receiving by mail.

22. Reporting Speed:

Routinely within twenty-four
hours of receipt of used
dosimeters.

Routinely within several days
of receipt of used
dosimeters.

9. Fading:

